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[1] 
Introduction 

1.1 About this Document 
This document is a guide for website designers responsible for embedding and 
maintaining QuestFields. 

This section [1] provides a general introduction about QuestFields and contains 
release notes for the various versions; 

Section [2] describes the way in which QuestFields are embedded into web 
pages; 

Section [3] provides background information about full-page QuestField 
applications, enabling website designers to add and manage content inside of 
Mobile QuestFields. Section [3] also serves as an introduction for web 
developers interested in creating full-page web applications; 

Section [4] provides troubleshooting information. 

This document is intended for use by website designers who add QuestFields 
to web pages. Basic knowledge and understanding of HTML and JavaScript is 
assumed. 

No programming skills are required to use QuestFields. However, to build 
your own full-page or mobile applications (as introduced in Section [3]), solid 
understanding of JavaScript programming is required. 

For information about the QuestFields Server, please refer to the 
QuestFields Server Administration Guide (for server version 1.x, refer to the 
QuestObjects Server Administration Guide). 

1.2 About QuestFields 

QuestFields technology enables the creation of a continuous interactive link 
between users and almost any content source, be it a database, search engine, 
directory, file, legacy system, or web service. 

The QuestFields Server and the QuestObjects Protocol (QOP) provide the 
power behind QuestFields, a solution that substantially improves the speed 
and efficiency of browser-based applications. Unlike traditional web 
applications, QuestFields-enabled web pages provide immediate feedback 
while users enter information into a browser field. And, unlike competing 

Intended Audience 

Related Documents 
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solutions, no custom development, complex programming, or understanding 
of AJAX or Flash are required. 

⇒ For QuestFields product information, please refer to 
http://www.questfield.com 

The QuestFields Client provides the user interface of the QuestFields system. 
QuestFields offer a variety of ways in which to query data sources and to show 
corresponding results to the user. 

QuestFields are easily added to any web page. Although QuestFields can be 
used to add new input and search functionality to web pages, they usually 
replace existing input elements in HTML forms. To implement QuestFields, no 
changes are typically needed to the layout of the web page or to the existing 
server application. 

QuestFields can easily be mixed with other objects on the web page, creating 
“mash-ups” that offer various functions to users of a web page. QuestFields 
were designed so they co-exist peacefully with other objects, frameworks, and 
web application libraries. 

1.3 About the AutoSuggest QuestField 

One type of QuestField is called the AutoSuggest QuestField. The AutoSuggest 
QuestField performs listing of results and optional auto-completion of strings 
entered by the user. Other 
QuestField types perform 
different kinds of searches 
and visualize results to 
the user in a different way. 

The results list browsing and optional auto-
completion provided by the AutoSuggest 
QuestField is very intuitive to users: it closely 
resembles the behavior of a standard "combo 
box" that is common on popular operating 
systems such as Windows, Mac OS, and 
Linux. With AutoSuggest QuestFields, users 
look up information without leaving the 
current web page. QuestFields enable this by 
communicating asynchronously with the 
QuestFields Server, which runs on server 
hardware alongside your current web 
applications or web servers. 

The QuestFields Server uses highly optimized 
algorithms to query underlying databases, 
directories, search engines, or other storage or retrieval systems. The 
QuestFields Server supports large numbers of simultaneous QuestField users 
and provides them with amazingly fast access to your content. 

QuestFields are typically embedded into your existing web pages. They can 
also run in "full-page mode", where they take advantage of the entire browser 
window. QuestFields running in full-page mode are often called "Mobile 
QuestFields", because they are ideally suited for use on mobile devices with a 
small screen.  
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1.4 Embedded QuestFields 
Once embedded into your web pages, AutoSuggest 
QuestFields present an intuitive user interface to 
users: Each embedded QuestField looks like a standard "combo box". 
AutoSuggest QuestFields consist of an entry field, a "Results List Pane", an 
"Information Pane", and an "About Box".  

To the user, an AutoSuggest QuestField looks 
and behaves like a single element on the web 
page. Technically, however, the QuestField 
consists of multiple objects embedded into the 
HTML page: An auto-completing entry field 
embedded into the main HTML page and a 
separate pop-up component that is embedded 
in a separate DHTML layer. The pop-up 
component’s layer is displayed when the user 
clicks on the corresponding button (on the right 
side of the entry field).  

The various components that together form the QuestField are referred to as 
Questlets. Questlets form the client tier of the QuestFields system. They can be 
implemented in virtually any browser technology that is capable of 
asynchronous communication with the QuestFields Server. 

MO Framework: The MasterObjects JavaScript Framework 

Browser-based QuestFields use a highly optimized JavaScript framework that 
provides basic services used by QuestFields in your web pages. The "MO 
framework" was completely rewritten for QuestFields version 1.3 and is based 
on best practices used throughout the Web 2.0 community. 

Because the MO framework focuses only 
on the essential services needed by 
QuestFields (such as browser detection, 
event handling, and loading of Questlets), 
it is smaller (and thus loads faster) than 
generic JavaScript frameworks. In fact, 
the compressed download size of the MO 
framework used by QuestFields version 
2.0 is less than 20KB! 

The MO framework was designed so it works alongside 
other frameworks. QuestFields can easily be combined with other functions on 
your web pages, creating so-called “mash-ups”. 

MO framework 2.0 and higher also support so-called "full-page web 
applications", where the entire visible HTML page is "taken over" and managed 
by the framework. QuestFields for mobile devices such as the iPhone (also 
known as "Mobile QuestFields") run in so-called "Full-page mode". They take 
advantage of the entire browser window, rather than relying on a pop-up 
component for the results list. See chapter 1.5 below. 

⇒ To use QuestFields, no further knowledge of the MO framework is needed. 
You can recognize MO framework components by their filenames: they start 
with “mo-”. QuestField-specific components have filenames that start with 
“qo-“. 

Questlets 
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Client Technologies 

MasterObjects currently provides embedded Questlets that are implemented in 
Adobe Flash or in DHTML (HTML with JavaScript). The former is called the Flash 
Client and the latter is called the DHTML Client, sometimes referred to as the 
AJAX Client. 

Initially, all QuestFields were based on Flash technology, where each Questlet 
is implemented as an Adobe Flash movie file ("swf"): The Questlets require the 
Adobe Flash Player to load in the browser. A small JavaScript file added to 
your HTML pages automatically loads and inserts the appropriate Flash 
components. 

The Flash Client uses Flash XML objects (built into the Adobe Flash Player) to 
communicate with the QuestFields Server. 

By supporting Flash version 6 and higher, Flash QuestFields work in virtually 
all browsers, even old ones that do not support AJAX technology. 

⇒ Currently, the Flash Client pop-up is not fully supported in the Opera 
browser because of a limitation of Flash in Opera. Also, Flash technology is 
not available on some portable devices such as the iPhone. 

Beta support for DHTML technology was first provided by QuestFields Client 
version 1.3, where all Questlets are implemented entirely in JavaScript, so no 
third-party plugins are needed. 

The DHTML Client uses “asynchronous XMLHTTPRequest objects” (built into 
the web browser) to communicate with the QuestFields Server. 

DHTML QuestFields do not require Flash, but they do require relatively 
modern browsers (including Internet Explorer 6+, Firefox, Safari, and Opera 
8.65+). 

⇒ For the latest detailed information about supported browser versions, visit 
http://www.questobjects.com/browsers.html 

⇒ DHTML technology (AJAX) imposes a few inherent security restrictions on 
network infrastructure. AJAX communications cannot access a QuestFields 
Server across domains without installing proxies or other workarounds in the 
web page. 

Flash QuestFields and DHTML QuestFields were designed so that they offer a 
nearly identical user experience: Most users will not even notice the difference. 
Also, MasterObjects has ensured that both QuestField technologies are 
configured in the same way. In fact, they are interchangeable as long as any 
customizations (e.g., custom results list layouts) are developed for both 
technologies. 

Apart from the inherent technical differences described above, the availability 
of Flash and/or DHTML as QuestField client technology options depends on 
your QuestFields software license. 

QuestField customizations (such as customized list layouts) can be developed 
separately for each technology. MasterObjects provides several standard result 
list layouts that work out-of-the-box in both technologies. 

Flash technology 

DHTML technology 
(AJAX) 

Flash/DHTML 
Technology 

Selection 
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1.5 Mobile QuestFields 
QuestFields versions 2.0 and up can be licensed for use in "web applications" 
on mobile devices, starting with the Apple iPhone (or iPod Touch – both of 
which will be referred to as "iPhone" in this Administration Guide). Because 
Mobile QuestFields automatically adapt to the look and feel of "native" 
applications on the mobile platform, you do not need to develop a separate 
application for each type of mobile device. 

Mobile QuestFields share most of their attributes and features with "normal" 
QuestFields for desktop browsers. The main difference is in the "full-page 
mode" that they run in: Instead of using a pop-up component that displays the 
QuestField result list on top of the web page, a Mobile QuestField's results list 
takes over the entire HTML page. 

 
 QuestField running in full-page mode 

 

Full-page Mode 
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The other panes of a QuestField are 
displayed in so-called "tiles" of the Mobile 
QuestField. For example, the image on the 
right shows a Mobile QuestField running 
on the iPhone displaying the "About tile". 

Mobile QuestField applications are 
typically custom-developed to display 
HTML content from your own website 
inside the QuestField on the mobile device. 
Using AJAX technology and with the 
"tiling module" of the MO framework, 
Mobile QuestFields dynamically display 
multiple pages of information without the 
need to reload the entire web page. 

⇒ The source code for the MO framework is 
available to MasterObjects partners under 
the terms of a separate developer license. 
The framework is also used to develop 
mobile applications that do not include 
QuestFields. For a developer introduction, 
see section [3] of this Administration 
Guide. 

⇒ For background information about 
QuestFields running in full-page mode, see 
section [3] and the mode specification 
attribute in chapter 2.6.1. 

1.6 Version History 

This chapter lists the changes and release notes for every version of the 
AutoSuggest QuestField. 

This was the original release of the AutoSuggest QuestField, formerly known 
as the AutoComplete QuestField. 

(compatible with build 17 or higher of JavaScript file qo-questlet.js) 

- QuestField specification attribute contentChannel was added. It is a 
mandatory attribute that should contain the name of the QuestFields Server 
content channel accessed by the QuestField. See chapter 2.6.1. 

- The specified minimum version of Adobe Flash required by the QuestField 
was corrected from version 6 r65 into 6 r79. 

- New optional QuestField specification attribute keepLatin disables 
"flattening" of Latin characters. See chapter 2.6.1. 

- Optional QuestField specification attribute metadataHandler allows 
metadata received from the QuestFields Server to be handled by your own 
JavaScript functions. See chapter 2.6.2. 

- Optional QuestField specification attributes nextField, previousField, 
and tabIndex were added, allowing keyboard navigation between 
QuestFields using Internet Explorer on the Windows platform, and tabbing 
out of a QuestField on any browser. See chapter 2.6.4. 

1.0.0 

1.0.1 

Release Notes 

Enhancements 
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- Optional QuestField specification attribute showResultArrows enables 
display of result arrows indicating the presence of results while the pop-up 
is closed. See chapter 2.6.3. 

- Optional QuestField specification attribute popUpToTop allows the pop-up 
list to open on top of the QuestField, instead of below it. See chapter 2.6.5. 

(compatible with build 43 or higher of JavaScript file qo-questlet.js) 

- Additional JavaScript file mo-common.js must now be included in the 
HTML page (see chapter 2.3). 

- To use this QuestField release, you must specify new mandatory attribute 
questletVersion (see chapter 2.6.1) and set it to 102. 

- QuestFields now display the detected browser version and the JavaScript 
file build number in their "About" box. 

- New optional attribute qoPath was added, making questFieldFile and 
popUpFile optional (by default, qoPath uses "./qo/"). 

- New optional attribute popUpColor allows the background of the 
QuestField pop-up to be adjusted from its default of #f8f8f8. 

- By setting new attribute useStyles, QuestFields on a page can now use 
different "skins" for their borders and buttons. 

- Attribute skinName selects a skin for styled QuestFields. 
- Styled QuestField now optionally show tooltips on the combo button and on 

the submit button through attributes comboButtonTip, 
comboButtonTipClose, and submitButtonTip. 

- New browser detection automatically disables QuestFields and their 
corresponding pop-up in old and non-supported browsers (see 
chapter 3.1.2). 

(compatible with build 61 or higher of JavaScript file qo-questlet.js) 

⇒ For detailed instructions on how to update from version 1.0.x, please refer to 
Tech Note 020, available as a separate PDF. 

- When replacing an older QuestField on a page, set attribute 
questletVersion to 110 and replace obsolete attribute questFieldName by 
new attribute id (see chapter 2.6.1). 

- QuestFields 1.1 and higher require version 1.1 or higher of the QuestFields 
Server, which now includes the QuestFields Client software so it is no 
longer necessary to install and host the client software on the static website. 
New attribute href replaces attributes connectString and qoPath, which 
are now optional. New attribute stylePath is used to define the path of 
custom style sheets and custom skin-specific objects. See chapter 2.6.1. 

- QuestFields 1.1 and higher no longer have an "Enable QuestField" checkbox 
if they are used to submit a key value to the server, or if they are not used 
for submitting at all. If you had help text that told users about the "Enable 
QuestField" checkbox, you may want to modify attribute helpText 
accordingly. 

- QuestFields 1.1 and higher, by default, show small Up and Down arrow 
symbols indicating the presence of results while the pop-up list is closed. If 
you do not want to see these arrows, you must set attribute 
showResultArrows to false.  See chapter 2.6.5. 

- Attribute aboutText is obsolete: You may remove the attribute from your 
QuestField definitions. Instead of using aboutText to display your own text 
to users, please use attribute helpText or edit the content channel help and 
copyright strings on the server; 

- URLs embedded into the content channel Help and Copyright text 
(displayed in the QuestField Information Pane) are no longer supported. 

1.0.2 

Release Notes 

Enhancements 

1.1.0 

Release notes 
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Clicking on text in the Information Pane now always opens the QuestField 
Help page. 

- Attributes comboButtonWidth and submitButtonWidth are now obsolete. 
The style sheet now controls these values. 

- Attributes connectString, popUpRows, questFieldHeight, and 
questFieldWidth are now optional. 

- Addition of the qoRemoveField function, to be called whenever QuestFields 
are dynamically removed from a page (see chapter 2.5). 

- Addition of license and defaultDomain attributes (see chapter 2.6.1). 
- New optional attributes errorLength and queryLength specify when the 

QuestField should perform a query on the server, and whether the 
QuestField should indicate a query error if no results were found. See 
chapter 2.6.1. 

- When using valueForm or keyForm, the QuestField will now automatically 
call the corresponding onSubmit handler, if specified. See chapter 2.6.4. 

- Addition of the hoverSelect attribute, allowing users to select results list 
items by simply hovering over them with the mouse. See chapter 2.6.3. 

- Addition of the listLayout attribute, allowing website designers to choose 
various list formatting options. See chapter 2.6.5. 

- Addition of the autoPopUp attribute, allowing website designers to pre-
select the result list behavior and to hide the corresponding checkbox. See 
chapter 2.6.3. 

- Addition of the popUpHandler attribute, allowing website designers to call a 
JavaScript function whenever a QuestField pop-up is opened or closed. See 
chapter 2.6.3. 

- New JavaScript utility functions qoGetCoordinates, qoGetKey, 
qoHideFields, qoGetValue, qoSetObjectValue, qoShowFields, 
qoShowLicense (see chapter 2.8). 

- Numerous bug fixes and minor enhancements. 

(compatible with build 70 or higher of JavaScript file qo-questlet.js) 

- When replacing an older QuestField on a page, set attribute 
questletVersion to 120. 

- QuestFields now default to using CSS styling. If you do not want to use CSS 
styling (notably, if you position the QuestField pop-up over other dynamic 
content on the page that "bleeds through" the pop-up), you should set 
attribute useStyles to false. See chapter 2.6.5. 

- The QuestField Information Pane no longer automatically underlines the 
optional help link defined by attribute helpLinkLabel, offering more 
flexibility in choosing your own hyperlink format (such as bold and/or an 
alternate color). When updating your HTML, please make sure that you add 
the appropriate formatting to the text in helpLinkLabel, if used. See 
chapter 2.6.6. 

- Addition of the errorHandler attribute, allowing website designers to 
handle QuestField errors using JavaScript (see chapter 2.6.1). 

- Support of foreign languages using attribute language or function 
qoSetLanguage (replaced by MO_config.language in version 1.3). 

- Addition of attributes qualifier and value (see chapter 2.6.2). 
- Addition of attributes autoComplete (partially implemented) and 

autoSelect. See chapter 2.6.3.  
- The popup handler now receives the name of the pane that is selected by the 

user: "list", "info", or "about" (see chapter 2.6.5). 
- Addition of attributes completeColor, errorColor, newColor, okColor, 

footerColor, footerHeight, footerHTML (see chapter 2.6.5), and 
resultsText (see chapter 2.6.6). 

Enhancements 

1.2.0 

Release notes 

Enhancements 
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- Addition of JavaScript accessor functions QO.field.getIndex() and 
QO.field.getCount() (see chapters 2.8.8 and 2.8.9). 

- Addition of functions QO.field.popUp() and QO.field.query() (see 
chapters 2.8.18 and 2.8.19). 

 
Release 1.2.1 contains improvements that increase query performance after the 
user types 4 or more characters. Also, the QuestField no longer clears its results 
list when the user types additional characters, reducing "flickering" and 
increasing perceived query performance. 

Release 1.2.2 increases the maximum height of the QuestField beyond 23 pixels. 
The entry field now supports a font size of up to 28 pixels. The QuestField now 
displays an error if it cannot connect to the server within 10 seconds instead of 
5 seconds. 

New in release 1.2.3: 

- Provides support for cross-domain websites when used with the newly 
available Adobe Flash Player 9,0,124 (requires build 83 or higher of 
JavaScript file qo-questlet.js); 

- The AutoComplete QuestField was renamed to "AutoSuggest QuestField". 
Also, the word "QuestObjects" is being phased out in favor of "QuestFields"; 

- Fixes minor bugs in the QuestField's drawing of the green underline 
corresponding to the errorLength attribute and with cutting and pasting 
text into the field; 

- Can be made to work with Internet Explorer 8: Note that Internet Explorer 8 
is not yet formally supported by this release, but the QuestField does work 
in IE beta 1. The QuestField is disabled by default. Please contact 
MasterObjects if you need to test with IE8. 

 New in release 1.3: 

- Provides beta support for DHTML technology (a version of the QuestField 
that uses AJAX instead of Flash XML to communicate with the server, see 
chapter 1.4); 

- Supports protected JavaScript namespaces MO and QO for full compatibility 
with third-party and open-source frameworks; 

- Introduces global configuration object MO_config (see chapter 2.3.1). To 
avoid confusion, the QuestField configuration object is now referred to as 
the QuestField specification; 

- Specification attribute href was substituted by the MO_config.rootPath 
global configuration attribute. See chapter 2.3.1; 

- Specification attribute language was replaced by the MO_config.language 
global configuration attribute. See chapter 2.3.1; 

- The metadata handler function now receives metadata as a single JavaScript 
object instead of a variable number of arguments. See metadataHandler in 
chapter 2.6.2; 

1.2.1 

1.2.2 

1.2.3 

1.3.0 
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- Specification attribute skinName can now contain the full path to your 
custom QuestField skins (this replaces the stylePath attribute). See chapter 
2.6.5; 

- Empty QuestFields can now display a placeholder text. This text is 
displayed in the input while the QuestField is empty and does not have the 
focus. See placeholderColor in chapter 2.6.5 and placeholder in chapter 
2.6.6; 

- This release provides improved handling of recoverable error situations and 
provides more intuitive error feedback (see chapter 4.1.3). 

For detailed instructions on how to update your web pages from version 1.2.x, 
please refer to the “QuestField Client 1.3 Update Instructions” PDF, available in 
English and Dutch languages. 
 
Note that different QuestField versions may be used at the same time by 
different pages of your website, as long as they are not mixed on a single page. 
So you do not need to update all of your web pages or applications at once. 

This QuestField version supports virtually all current desktop browsers, 
including the latest beta version of Internet Explorer 8. 

⇒ Desupported platforms: QuestField version 1.3 no longer supports Internet 
Explorer 5 on the Mac platform, nor Internet Explorer 4 on PocketPC. 
(Internet Explorer 5.5 is now the oldest supported version of IE). 

⇒ The Flash QuestField supports Internet Explorer 5.5 or higher, Firefox, 
Safari, Mozilla 1.4 or higher, or Netscape 7.1 or higher. 

⇒ The DHTML QuestField beta requires Internet Explorer 6 or higher, Firefox, 
Safari 1.3 or higher, Mozilla 1.6 or higher, or Opera 8.65 or higher. 

QuestField release 2.0 brings the following new features: 

- near feature-parity between DHTML and Flash QuestField technologies (see 
chapter 1.4); 

- introduces Mobile QuestFields (see chapter 1.5); 

- includes a wider range of skins (see chapter 2.6.5); 

- features more efficient and robust browser detection (see chapter 3.3.2); 

- fully supports the iPhone; 

- runs on a highly-efficient JavaScript framework that was developed to 
support more mobile devices in the future (see section [3]). 

- QuestFields versions 2.0 and up use the MO and QO JavaScript name spaces 
that were introduced in QuestFields version 1.3. If you had not already 
upgraded your JavaScript calls, please follow the detailed instructions in the 
“QuestField Client 1.3 Update Instructions” PDF. 

- To upgrade your pages to so they use QuestFields version 2.0, you should 
load file mo-common.js from the {rootPath}/client/scripts/v20 
directory (see chapter 2.3.2) and set the questletVersion specification 
attribute to 200 (see chapter 2.6.1). 

Upgrade 
Instructions 

Browser Platforms 

2.0.0 

Upgrade 
Instructions 
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- The syntax of the resultsText specification attribute was changed: Instead 
of using a caret ^1 as a placeholder for the result count, it now uses curly 
brackets {0}. Before upgrading your QuestFields to version 2.0, be sure to 
replace "^1" by "{0}". See chapter 2.6.6. 

This QuestField version supports virtually all current desktop browsers, 
including Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.5-8, Mozilla Firefox, Apple Safari 1.3 or 
higher, Google Chrome, and Opera 9+. 

- Desupported platforms: QuestFields client version 2.0 no longer supports 
versions of Opera below 9; 

- Internet Explorer versions below 6 only support Flash QuestFields; 

- Supported mobile platform: iPhone and iPod Touch (1.1.4 and up); 

- Support for the following mobile platforms is planned: Google Android, 
Nokia/Samsung (S60 browser 3rd Edition and up with minimum 240x320 
pixel screen), Blackberry (browser 4.7 with minimum 240x320 pixel screen), 
Windows Mobile (using Opera Mobile 9.5 or the upcoming IE Mobile 6) and 
other mobile devices running Opera 9.5 (240x320 screen), Palm Pre (to be 
announced). 
 
QuestFields version 2.0.0 automatically detects these mobile platforms and 
opens a configurable warning page if the user's platform is not yet licensed 
and/or supported. 

QuestField release 2.0.1 brings the following new features: 

- numerous minor AJAX QuestField bug fixes and enhancements; 

- enhanced metadata handling: the metadataHandler function now receives 
parameters for the current index, key, value, input value, and hovered state. 
See chapter 2.6.2; 

- DHTML support for autoComplete options "right" and "word". See 
chapter 2.6.3; 

- addition of the QO.field.isSubmitting() function, enabling an onsubmit 
handler to check whether a submit was initiated by the QuestField. See 
chapter 2.8.16; 

- Flash QuestFields no longer use the non XHTML-compliant <embed> tag. 

- Flash QuestFields now detect an incompatible version of the Adobe Flash 
Player on the Mac platform. 

QuestField release 2.0.2 added the following features: 

- Improved tabbing between QuestFields and other page elements in 
Microsoft Internet Explorer; 

- QuestField pop-up lists now close automatically when the user clicks next to 
them; 

- Enhanced substitution of Latin characters using keepLatin. See chapter 
2.6.2. 

Browser Platforms 

2.0.1 

2.0.2 
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- Addition of the QO.field.addContainer() function, for adding your own 
HTML areas that will be considered part of the QuestField. See chapter 2.8.3. 

QuestField release 2.0.3 contained various bug fixes for the DHTML 
QuestField, notably in metadata handling and improved dynamic AJAX 
support in Internet Explorer 7 and 8. 

QuestField release 2.1 provides support for the Apple iPad and adds the 
following features: 

- Addition of the protocolVersion specification attribute, enabling 
QuestFields to work with old server versions. See chapter 2.6.1. 

- Improved metadata handling (addition of type, metaCount and the 
metadataMapping attribute, enabling automatic mapping of metadata 
values to named attributes). See chapter 2.6.2; 

- New QuestField specification attributes listFooter, listHeader, and 
sidebarHTML (see chapter 2.6.5); 

- Addition of JavaScript accessor function QO.field.getResult (see chapter 
2.8.11). 

- Addition of an optional formatter function for metadata mappings in the 
metadataMapping attribute. See chapter 2.6.2; 

- Addition of a CSS class representing the user language. See chapter 3.4. 

- Addition of the zIndex and popUpIndex specification attributes, enabling 
non-standard z positioning of QuestField elements. See chapter 2.6.5.  

- Addition of hints for the use of z-index in web pages containing 
QuestFields. See chapter 2.4.2; 

- Addition of the "focus" value for the autoPopUp specification attribute. See 
chapter 2.6.3; 

- The popUpHandler attribute may now be a function reference or a nested 
function name. See chapter 2.6.3; 

- MO Framework mobile full-page constructor MO.ui.page() succeeds old 
method MO.ui.newFullpage(), which will be removed in version 2.2. See 
chapter 3.2.2; 

- The MO Framework browser detection module now sets flag 
MO.env.tablet. See chapter 3.3.2; 

- MO Framework methods MO.cookie.getCookie, 
MO.cookie.deleteCookie, and MO.cookie.setCookie were deprecated. 
Instead, use MO.cookie.get(), MO.cookie.remove() and 
MO.cookie.set(). See chapter 3.3.3. 
 
Instead of MO.cookie.getExpiration, use MO.util.date(D,M,H).G. See 
chapter 3.3.4; 

- MO Framework methods MO.tiles.popTile, pushTile, selectTile, 
enableTile are now called pop, push, select, enable. The old method 
names will be deprecated in a future QuestField release. See chapter 3.3.7. 

2.0.3 

2.1.0 

2.1.1 

 2.1.4 

2.1.5 
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[2] 
Embedding and Using QuestFields 
This section provides instructions for embedding and using QuestFields in 
your web pages. 

2.1 QuestFields Client Overview 

Starting with QuestFields Client software version 1.1 and QuestFields Server 
version 1.1, client files come bundled with the QuestFields Server application. 

As a website designer, you do not typically need to know about these files 
because they come pre-installed with the QuestFields Server. However, it is 
possible to override the default location of the QuestFields Client files. For 
example, for performance reasons, you can serve them from your static web 
server instead of the application server. Or, if you are a mobile web application 
developer, you can package the client files into a subdirectory of your mobile 
application. 

Directory structure of the QuestField client files 

The client files are located in three subdirectories, installed by default in the 
/questobjects/ directory on the QuestFields Server. 

Below is an overview of each of these directories. Generally, the fastest way to 
serve QuestFields is to copy these directories to a /questobjects subdirectory 
in your local website's root directory. But you can also serve most client files 
from the QuestFields Server. For detailed installation instructions, see 
chapter 2.2.1. 

⇒ You can skip reading the remainder of this chapter if you intend to do a 
default install. 

The AutoSuggest QuestField uses files in the following subdirectories: 

This directory contains the scripts (and "executable" files for supported client 
technologies such as Flash) that provide the QuestField client components in 
your web page. We strongly recommend copying it into a /questobjects 
subdirectory in the root of your web server. 

Notable subdirectories: 

.../client/flash/vXX/ 
(not used by DHTML QuestFields) 
contains components of QuestFields that are configured to use Flash 
technology.* 

.../client/ 
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.../client/layouts/ 
(not currently used by QuestFields that use Flash technology) 
contains various subdirectories that correspond to the standard result list 
layouts provided with the DHTML QuestField. 
 
If you want to know which layouts are available, look in this directory. 
However, you should not install your own (custom) layouts in this directory. 
Instead, point to the location of your custom layout using the listLayout 
specification attribute (see chapter 2.6.5).  

.../client/scripts/vXX/ 
contains JavaScript files used to embed any type of QuestField into the web 
page, as well as QuestField components that are loaded dynamically for 
QuestFields that are configured to use DHTML technology.* 

⇒ *Note that the client files are in "versioned directories"  (labeled v11, v12, 
v13, v20, etc). Thus, you may use multiple QuestField versions in various 
places on your website: When you install a new QuestField or QuestFields 
Server version, you do not need to update your existing web pages all at once. 

(not needed for Flash QuestFields 1.x) 
 
This directory contains files that must be present in the /questobjects/local 
directory in the root of your web server, i.e., on the domain from which you 
serve your web pages. 

This directory contains various directories that provide the CSS style sheets and 
graphics used by DHTML QuestFields as well as "styled" Flash QuestFields. 
See useStyles in chapter 2.6.5. With the client files, the styles directory 
may be copied to a custom location. However, we strongly recommend 
installing it into a /questobjects subdirectory in the root of your web server. 

Notable subdirectory: 

.../styles/questlet/skins/ 
(not used by non-styled Flash QuestFields and in old browsers) 
contains various subdirectories containing CSS style sheets. Each subdirectory 
corresponds to a QuestField skin that defines the look of styled QuestFields on 
your page. 
 
If you want to know which skins are available, look in this directory. However, 
you should not install your own (custom) skins in this directory. Instead, point 
to the location of your custom skin using the skinName specification attribute 
(see chapter 2.6.5).  

2.2 Installing the Client Software 

Before using QuestFields in your web pages, you must ensure that the 
corresponding client files are in their correct locations and included into your 
web pages. 

2.2.1 Web Server File Locations 

The contents of the …/client, …/local, and …/styles directories must be 
accessible to the web browsers of your users (over HTTP or HTTPS). They can 
either be served from your static web server (such as “Apache HTTP Server” or 

.../local/ 

.../styles/ 
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“Microsoft Internet Information Server”), or from the application server that 
also runs the QuestFields Server software (usually, “Tomcat”). 

See the paragraphs below for instructions on which files to copy. 

Performance considerations 

The easiest installation is where you host the QuestField client files on the 
application server that also runs the QuestFields Server (usually, Tomcat). After 
installing the QuestFields Server, the client files are ready for use. 

However, there are a few reasons why it may be a good idea to copy the 
QuestField client files to your static web server: 

- Your static web server may provide faster performance because of its 
optimized caching; 

- Your static web server may be better equipped for transferring files over the 
network (e.g. using native zip compression for JavaScript and CSS files); 

- You may already have a load balancing infrastructure for your main website 
that provides optimal scalability and reduces the load on your local network 
for downloads of the static client components; 
 
Note: because of its highly optimized architecture and its small load on the network, 
the QuestFields Server application itself typically does not require as extensive a 
load balancing setup; 

- By hosting the static files on your main web server, you reduce the load on 
the application server (and thus increase the performance of QuestField 
queries); 

- By hosting the static files on your main web server, your web pages will 
load without interruption, even when the application server is unavailable 
for whatever reason. 

To use the application server (such as Tomcat) as the web server for the 
QuestFields Client files, simply install the QuestFields Server application. The 
client files will automatically be installed in (and served from) a directory 
called questobjects, as in: 
http://subdomain.domain:portnumber/questobjects 

To use QuestFields 1.3 or higher with DHTML technology, a few files must be 
served from a /questobjects/local directory on the web server that also 
serves your web pages. So, unless you host all web pages on the application 
server, the contents of the local directory must be copied to the root of your 
web server: 

/questobjects/local 

⇒ Unless your web pages (using QuestFields) are served from the same sub 
domain and port, you must specify the full URL of the server’s 
/questobjects directory in configuration attribute rootPath. See chapter 
2.3.1. 

⇒ It is strongly recommended that you configure the QuestFields Server so it 
can be accessed through port 80, so that users who access the QuestField do 
not experience issues with corporate firewalls that block outgoing traffic to 

Using the 
QuestFields Server 
as the web server 

for client files 
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Tomcat’s default port 8080. 
 
This is achieved by configuring a proxy in the main web server. For example, 
the following code is used in the Apache configuration to forward requests to 
Tomcat running on port 8080 at a specific IP address: 
ProxyPass /questobjects/ http://x.x.x.x:8080/questobjects/ 
 
See the QuestFields Server Administration Guide. 

⇒ Again: even if you choose not to copy the full QuestFields client to your local 
web server and thus use the client files on the application server, you should 
still copy the …/local directory to a /questobjects/ directory in your 
web server’s root, or configure a proxy at /questobjects that points to the 
/questobjects directory on the QuestFields Server. 
 
The contents of the /questobjects/local directory is very small. Copying 
it to your web server will not have any significant impact on the performance 
of your site. 

To serve the QuestFields Client files from a static web server such as Apache 
HTTP Server or Microsoft IIS, simply copy the entire client and styles 
directories from the QuestFields Server to an appropriate web server directory. 

⇒ We strongly recommend using directory /questobjects/. If you do not, 
you must specify the directory name in configuration attribute rootPath in 
each web page that uses QuestFields. See chapter 2.3.1. 

⇒ The QuestFields Client (notably the directory containing skins and 
corresponding images) consists of hundreds of files. If you use a content 
management system or a version control system to maintain the client files on 
your static web server, we recommend not including the individual files 
contained in the /questobjects/client and /questobjects/styles 
directories, but rather treating the entire /questobjects directory as a 
single resource. For this purpose, many content management/version control 
systems provide an “externals” mechanism. This makes it easy to simply 
replace the entire client when you receive a QuestFields software update. 

2.2.2 Client File Compression 

QuestField client files are small, and QOP (the QuestObjects Protocol) uses 
small packets to exchange information between client and server. In broadband 
network environments, this results in high performance, low network load, and 
low server processor load. 

However, if your users load the QuestField client files over a slow network 
(such as 56k7 modems, ISDN, EDGE, and even 3G networks), then it is strongly 
recommended that you activate HTTP compression on the web server. This 
greatly reduces the loading time of the QuestField client files (by compressing 
them using the gzip algorithm), and also optimizes the speed at which results 
appear. The only cost is higher CPU usage on the server, which should only be 
noticeable in very high-use situations. 

⇒ Activating HTTP compression is beyond the scope of this manual. Please 
contact your server administrator. For instructions on how to configure file 
compression on Tomcat, Apache HTTP Server, and Microsoft IIS, he or she 
can read chapter "Optimizing QuestField performance for slow networks" in 
the QuestFields Server Administration Guide. 

Using your own 
web server for 

client files 
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2.2.3 Flash Security Sandbox 

⇒ This chapter only applies to Flash QuestFields. 

For security reasons, Adobe Flash Player 7 or higher will prevent .swf files 
(Flash movies) from connecting and retrieving data from a different domain 
than the one from which the Flash movies themselves were loaded. So, by 
default, the QuestField will not work if the Questlets are served from a 
different web server in a different (sub) domain than that of the QuestFields 
Server. 

To get around this security measure (so that your QuestFields can talk with 
your QuestFields Server hosted on a different domain) an Adobe Flash Cross-
Domain Policy file crossdomain.xml must be placed into the root folder of the 
application server. If you use application server Tomcat, this is directory 
<tomcat-home>/webapps/ROOT/. In the crossdomain.xml policy file, list the 
(sub) domains that are allowed to communicate with the QuestFields Server: 

<?xml version="1.0"?> 
<!DOCTYPE cross-domain-policy SYSTEM 
    "http://www.adobe.com/xml/dtds/cross-domain-policy.dtd"> 
<cross-domain-policy> 
   <allow-access-from domain="*.yourcompanydomain.com" /> 
</cross-domain-policy> 

 

⇒ For a detailed discussion about cross-domain policy files, see the following 
Adobe article: 
http://www.adobe.com/devnet/articles/crossdomain_policy_file_spec.html 

2.3 Loading the MO Framework 

As explained in chapter 1.4, QuestFields use an ultra-light JavaScript 
framework, called the MO framework. The framework provides the basic 
services needed by QuestFields. The framework is loaded by including a single 
JavaScript file in your web pages. 

- Chapter 2.3.1 below explains how to configure the framework for your 
website (setting file locations, user language, etc); 

- Chapter 2.3.2 explains how you add the MO framework to your web pages; 

- Chapter 2.3.3 explains how the MO framework relates to other functions on 
your web pages. 

⇒ To simply use QuestFields, no technical knowledge of the framework is 
required. However, if you develop or extend full-page QuestField applications 
(also known as Mobile QuestField applications), you should read section [3] of 
this Administration Guide. 

2.3.1 Framework Configuration (MO_config) 

The MO framework was designed so that it requires as little client-side 
configuration work as possible. However, in some cases you will want to 
change global settings for the QuestFields on your page. You do this by adding 

/crossdomain.xml 
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a few lines of JavaScript to define a configuration object called MO_config, and 
then add one or more attributes to this configuration object. 

You do not need to create this global configuration object and can skip this 
chapter if you use standard QuestField behavior, e.g.: 

- if the QuestField client files are in their standard location (/questobjects/ 
relative to the document root of your web server), and 

- if the QuestFields on your page should use default methods to determine 
the technology to be used (DHTML or Flash, without cross-domain 
support), and 

- if English is used as the user language. 

Creating a global configuration object 

To change the global configuration, add a <script> element to the <head> 
section of your HTML page and create the MO_config object, as follows: 

<script type="text/javascript"> var MO_config = { }; </script> 

 
Global configuration object attributes 

Before QuestFields are activated in your web page, they will check whether the 
required client technology (Flash, DHTML) is available in the user's browser. 
QuestFields usually perform this check automatically. 

However, if you have your own detection script (e.g., to determine whether the 
user has the Flash player installed), you can disable the automatic technology 
check for the QuestFields on your page (which would obviously be 
superfluous). You do this by adding an allow object to MO_config, in which 
you set the appropriate Boolean values for Flash (allow.flash) and/or 
DHTML (allow.dhtml). 

For example, to force-enable Flash QuestFields and to disable DHTML, you 
define MO_config as follows: 

<script type="text/javascript"> 
  var MO_config = { allow: { flash: true, dhtml: false } }; 
</script> 

 

By default, Flash QuestFields will only work if their components (files) are 
served from the same domain and sub domain as the web page. This is because 
QuestFields are inserted with Adobe's scriptAccess parameter set to 
"sameDomain" - a secure setting that prevents Flash components on other 
domains from communicating with your web page through JavaScript. 

If you serve the Flash client components from a different domain than your 
web page, you must explicitly set the scriptAccess configuration attribute to 
"always". You should only do this if the other domain is owned by you, or if 
you trust the party that owns the domain. 

allow.flash, 
allow.dhtml 

(optional) 

allow.scriptAccess 
(optional) 
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<script type="text/javascript"> 
  var MO_config = { allow: { scriptAccess: "always" } }; 
</script> 

 

This global configuration attribute specifies the natural language to be used by 
the QuestFields on the page. The attribute should be a string containing an ISO-
639-1 language code followed by an optional region such as "en-US". The 
following example sets the user language to Dutch: 

<script type="text/javascript">  
  var MO_config = { language: "nl" }; 
</script> 

 
If no attribute is specified or if a language is not supported, the QuestField 
defaults to "en-US". 

This attribute defaults to true, meaning that the MO framework loads its 
modules automatically. You can set MO_config.load to false if you only need 
to use the framework's basic browser detection code. 

Normally, QuestFields will check whether the user's browser is compatible 
with the QuestField specification. If an unsupported browser is found, 
QuestFields automatically disable themselves. You can override this automatic 
disabling behavior by setting overrideChecks to true. 

If you serve the QuestField client files from a different location than 
/questobjects in the web server root, you must set the rootPath 
configuration attribute to the alternate location. For example, if you serve the 
QuestFields Client files and styles from a QuestFields Server on a different 
domain, you would set the rootPath as follows: 

<script type="text/javascript">  
  var MO_config = { rootPath: "http://your.server.com/questobjects" }; 
</script> 

⇒ Note: MO_config.rootPath should not include a trailing slash. 

⇒ For a detailed discussion on where to place your QuestFields Client files, see 
chapter 2.2.1. 

By default, QuestFields will load their script files from the latest versioned 
scripts directory under the rootPath (/questobjects if rootPath is not 
specified). So, if neither rootPath nor scriptPath are specified, the scripts for 
QuestField versions 2.0.x will automatically be loaded from directory 
/questobjects/client/scripts/v20. 

If you serve the QuestField script files from a different location, you must set 
the scriptPath configuration attribute to the alternate location. For example, if 
the scripts were copied to subdirectory "custom-scripts" in the same directory 
of the page containing the QuestFields, you set scriptPath as follows: 

<script type="text/javascript">  
  var MO_config= { scriptPath: "./custom-scripts" }; 
</script> 

Note: MO_config.scriptPath must not include a trailing slash. 
 

language 
(optional) 

load 
(optional) 

overrideChecks 
(optional) 

rootPath 
(optional) 

scriptPath 
(optional) 
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Note that DHTML QuestFields will not work unless the scriptPath points to a 
directory in the same domain and sub domain as the web server. See chapter 
2.2.1 for a detailed discussion on where to place your QuestFields Client files. 

Setting multiple configuration attributes 

You can set multiple configuration attributes by including them in the 
MO_config object definition separated by commas, as follows: 

<script type="text/javascript">  
  var MO_config = {  
 rootPath: "http://your.server.com/questobjects" , 
 scriptPath: "./custom-scripts"  

}; 
</script> 

2.3.2 Including the MasterObjects JavaScript file 

JavaScript file mo-common.js contains the code that is needed to load 
QuestFields in your web pages. The file must be included into your HTML 
pages before you can use QuestFields. 

This chapter describes how to include the JavaScript file into your web pages. 
Chapter 2.3.3 explains how QuestFields co-exist with other JavaScript functions 
in your page. 

Before adding QuestFields to a page, add the following script element to your 
HTML page: 

<script type="text/javascript" 
   src="{rootPath}/client/scripts/v20/mo-common.js"> 
</script> 

…whereby {rootPath} is the full URL of the QuestFields directory containing 
the client files: 

- If you are serving the QuestField client files on your static web server: 

/questobjects 

- If you are serving the QuestField client files from the QuestFields Server 
(e.g., Tomcat), the URL of the QuestFields Server's application ending in 
"/questobjects", as in: 

http://(sub)domain:portnumber/questobjects 

⇒ If you modified the global MO framework configuration, you should include 
mo-common.js after creating the MO_config object variable, as described in 
chapter 2.3.1. 

⇒ See chapter 2.2.1 for recommendations on where to install the client files. 

⇒ MasterObjects recommends including the JavaScript file in the <head> 
section of your HTML file. However, QuestFields will also work if mo-
common.js is included in the <body>, as long as the QuestFields are 
inserted afterwards. 

Adding the 
<script> element 
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⇒ QuestField versions below 1.3 also required files qo–common.js and qo–
questlet.js. These files are no longer needed. 

⇒ Starting with QuestField 2.0, the old qo… and mo… JavaScript namespaces are 
no longer supported. For information on migrating to the new namespace, 
please consult document “QuestField Client 1.3.x Update Instructions”. 

⇒ Early versions of the AutoSuggest QuestField came with a 
qo-questlet.css style sheet. This style sheet is no longer used and may 
therefore be removed from your HTML pages. 

2.3.3 Namespaces used by QuestFields 

Once the mo-common JavaScript file is added to a web page, various public 
JavaScript functions are available for use in that page. 

Base functions are provided by the MO framework, which provides functions 
that are useful even in web pages that do not use QuestFields. The MO 
framework is included with the QuestFields product. It is available under a 
separate license for web application developers. 

The MO framework uses the MO namespace. This means that function names, 
constants, and variable names start with uppercase characters MO. 

QuestFields do not require programming skills. QuestFields can easily be 
installed and maintained by website designers with just a basic understanding 
of JavaScript. This manual describes the easy-to use functions available to 
website designers. See chapter 2.8 for a function listing. 

QuestFields use JavaScript namespace QO. This means that function names, 
constants, and variable names start with uppercase characters QO. 

To avoid namespace collisions, you should not use prefixes MO. and QO. for 
your own JavaScript objects. 

⇒ QuestFields prior to version 1.3 used global functions and variables that were 
prefixed by the letters qo, Qo, QO_, mo, Mo, or MO_. Private functions and 
variables used by QuestFields were obfuscated into 7-character alphanumeric 
names. Although the likelihood of naming clashes with other JavaScript 
functions in your page was small, versions 1.3 and higher of the QuestField 
only use global variables MO_config, MO., QO_config, and QO. and are 
extremely unlikely to interfere with third-party JavaScript code. 

2.4 Positioning QuestFields 

An AutoSuggest QuestField often replaces an existing input or search field. 
End users see the QuestField instead of the old <input> element. If you only 
use a QuestField to do lookups and searches, no additional input elements or 
form elements are needed in the web page. 

In most applications, the existing <input> element is hidden instead of 
removed entirely. You do this by changing the input’s type attribute to 
"hidden". Although the QuestField takes its place visually, your page will still 
use the <input type="hidden"> element and the surrounding <form> to 
submit data to your web application. 

MO framework 

QuestFields Client 
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2.4.1 Visual positioning of the QuestField 

Web browsers tend to position and size embedded objects differently from 
regular <input> fields. To make things worse, Internet Explorer, Gecko-based 
browsers such as Firefox and Mozilla, WebKit-based browsers like Apple's 
Safari, and other browsers all behave slightly differently when positioning 
embedded objects. To solve this visual inconsistency, AutoSuggest QuestFields 
use an HTML <table> element, causing the QuestField to be positioned as a 
block-level element. This forces all browsers to position the QuestField and its 
corresponding pop-up layer consistently. 

⇒ The HTML elements needed by the QuestField are automatically inserted into 
your web page. You do not need to write any special code to consistently 
position the QuestField. 

It is important to realize, however, that each QuestField is embedded into your 
page as a table (with a size that you specify), and that browsers will 
consistently place adjacent text or images on separate lines, rather than to the 
left or right of the field. 

To position text or images to the left or to the right of a QuestField, a 
surrounding table (or combination of <div>s) can be used: 

<table border="0" width="100%" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"> 
  <tr> 
     <td valign="middle" width="xxx"> 
          Place text or image to the left of the QuestField here 
     </td> 
     <td> 
          The QuestField is inserted here, typically using 
          QO.field.insert(questFieldSpecificationObject) 
     </td> 
     <td valign="middle" width="xxx"> 
          Place text or image to the right of the QuestField here 
     </td> 
  </tr> 
</table> 

⇒ Future versions of the QuestField will also support dynamic DOM 
manipulation where you will be able to attach QuestField behavior to regular 
input elements. To ensure full compatibility with future versions of the 
QuestField, your JavaScript code should not use or manipulate individual 
DOM elements contained by a QuestField. 

2.4.2 Use of layered objects (CSS z-index) 

QuestFields consist of various html elements that are added dynamically to the 
web page. By default, the "outer" element is positioned without a specific z-
index, meaning that it is inserted into the same "layer" as the surrounding 
block. To place the QuestField into its own layer, you can use the zIndex 
specification attribute described in chapter 2.6.5. 

This chapter provides guidelines for z-positioning of HTML elements on the 
page. 

The QuestField input box has various objects that are positioned on top of it, 
such as the QuestField logo and erase button icon. These elements are 
positioned at z-indexes that are up to nine indexes higher than the QuestField's 

Input Box 
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base zIndex. So the total QuestField input box may "occupy" 10 layers. Any 
elements at higher indexes are thus guaranteed to overlap the entire QuestField 
input box. 

By default, the QuestField's pop-up area is positioned at z-index 10000. The 
MO Framework ensures that only one QuestField pop-up can be open at the 
same time. The pop-up area itself uses a maximum of 1,000 z-indexes. So, by 
default the pop-up will span z-indexes 10,000 through 10,999 unless 
specification attribute popUpIndex is specified. See chapter 2.6.5. 

It is recommended that other elements on the "background page" use z-indexes 
up to 9,999, whereby major page sections (toolbar, headers, sidebars, etc.) are 
positioned at thousand increments. 

Elements that should "hover" over other elements on the page (such as drop-
down menus or "bubbles") should be positioned below the pop-up area. 

The recommended location for bubbles is 200 below the next section in which 
they should be contained, or 9,800-9,849 if they should "hover" above any page 
sections except the pop-up area. 

Menus and dialogs that should be constrained to a section should use fifty z-
indexes 150 below the next section, or 9,850-9,899 if they should hover above 
any section except the pop-up area. 

To avoid flicker, animations applied to sections should take place at a higher z-
index than the elements over which they hover. The MO Framework will apply 
animations at z-indexes that are a hundred below the next 1,000. So animated 
tiles in the first page section will run in z-indexes 900 through 999. 

If multiple independent "overlapping pages" are displayed in a single browser 
page, it is recommended that each "virtual window space" reserves a range of 
100,000 z-indexes. 

A "lightbox" is a special kind of modal dialog box that covers the entire screen, 
typically applying a transparent layer to the page while displaying an image or 
a message with buttons. MasterObjects recommends using z-index 10,000,000 
(10 million) for these layers that cover the entire screen. 

A non-modal lightbox that only should cover one "virtual window space" 
should be positioned at 2,000 below the next window, e.g. 98000 for the 
lightbox that covers the first window and 198000 for a lightbox that covers the 
next window. 

Unless popUpIndex is specified, MasterObjects recommends that modal dialog 
boxes (that should cover the entire screen) are positioned at z-index 15,000,000 
(ten million). 

⇒ The z-index value should not exceed 16,777,271. See 
http://www.puidokas.com/max-z-index/ 

2.5 Inserting and Removing QuestFields 

QuestFields are typically inserted into your web pages using the 
QO.field.insert() JavaScript function. 

Pop-Up Area 

Page Sections 

Hovering Elements 
(menus, bubbles) 

Animations 

Full Pages and 
Windowing 

Lightboxes 

Modal Dialogs 
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⇒ In dynamic web pages, client-side HTML may be generated by JavaScript 
code in the page, possibly managed by content management software. In this 
case, instead of using QO.field.insert(), you call the 
QO.field.create() function, which returns the HTML code for the 
QuestField that your script, framework, or document management system can 
subsequently include in the page. 
 
For example, you can use QO.field.create() to add the QuestField to the 
page dynamically by assigning the HTML it returns to the innerHTML 
attribute of an existing element on your page, or by inserting it into the page 
using an inline document.write() call. 

Functions QO.field.insert() and QO.field.create() take a single 
argument: a JavaScript object that has QuestField specification attributes, listed 
and described in chapter 2.6. You create the QuestField specification object 
using JavaScript, before inserting the QuestField: 

<script type="text/javascript"> 
<!-- 
 
 // create an empty specification object called "spec": 
 var spec = {}; 
 
 // specify QuestField specification attributes: 
 spec.questletVersion = 200; 
 spec.id  = "uniqueIdForThisField"; 
 spec.license         = "1234567"; 
 spec.defaultDomain   = "yourdomain.com"; 
 spec.contentChannel  = "products"; 
 
 // write the QuestField into the page: 
 QO.field.insert (spec); 
//--> 
</script> 
 
You can use a more compact JavaScript syntax to achieve the same result: 

<script type="text/javascript"> 
<!-- 
 QO.field.insert ({ 
 questletVersion: 200, 
 id: "uniqueIdForThisField", 
 license: "1234567", 
 defaultDomain: "yourdomain.com", 
 contentChannel: "products" 
 }); 
//--> 
</script>  
 

QuestField 
Embedding 

(verbose) 

QuestField 
Embedding 
(compact) 
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Function QO.field.insert() returns the QuestField specification object that 
was passed into it. This makes it easy to insert multiple QuestFields into the 
HTML page: 

<script type="text/javascript"> 
<!-- 
 // write the first QuestField into the page: 
 var myFieldSpecification = QO.field.insert ({ 
 questletVersion: 200, 
 id:   "uniqueIdForThisField", 
 license:  "1234567", 
 defaultDomain:  "yourdomain.com", 
 contentChannel: "peoplefinder" 
  }); 
 
 // change the specification object: 
 myFieldSpecification.id = "secondQuestField"; 
 myFieldSpecification.contentChannel = "second-channel"; 
 
 // insert the second QuestField into the page: 
 QO.field.insert (myFieldSpecification); 
//--> 
</script>  
 
See chapter 2.6 below for a complete listing and description of available 
QuestField specification attributes. 

⇒ For accurate positioning of the QuestField, the above JavaScript can be 
embedded into positioning div elements or a table, as explained in chapter 
2.4. 

If you add and then hide QuestFields on a page dynamically (typically by 
setting innerHTML or by direct DOM manipulation), you must call the 
QO.field.deactivate() method before actually removing each field's HTML 
from the page, as shown below. 

This ensures that the QuestField instance is properly destroyed and that it 
properly closes its popup list (if it was open). It also avoids receiving a "non-
unique QuestField" error that occurs if you insert two QuestFields with the 
same id (or re-insert a QuestField that you removed temporarily). 

QO.field.deactivate('QuestFieldId'); 

 
After a QuestField has been deactivated (possibly because it was hidden in a 
tabbed pane, or because you removed it from the page), you re-activate it by 
calling QO.field.activate(): 

QO.field.activate('QuestFieldId'); 

⇒ Make sure that you re-insert the field into the DOM if you removed its 
HTML after deactivation. 

⇒ When you call QO.field.insert() or QO.field.create(), the 
QuestField will automatically activate the QuestField as soon as the page is 
loaded. So there is no need to call QO.field.activate() unless you do an 
explicit call to QO.field.deactivate() first. 

Removing a 
QuestField 

Restoring a 
QuestField 
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2.6 QuestField Configuration 

As explained in the previous chapter, functions QO.field.insert() and 
QO.field.create() take a single argument containing a JavaScript object with 
QuestField specification attributes. On this chapter, please find a listing of 
available attributes for the AutoSuggest QuestField sorted alphabetically in the 
following categories: 

- 2.6.1 Technical; 
- 2.6.2 Content related; 
- 2.6.4 Data entry and forms related; 
- 2.6.5 Layout and style related; 
- 2.6.6 Information and text display related. 

2.6.1 QuestField Specification Attributes (Technical) 

This is the URL of the QuestFields Server instance accessed by the QuestField. 
By default, the QuestFields Server path is derived from the 
MO_config.rootPath global framework configuration attribute, by appending 
the string /server to it. 

⇒ See chapter 2.3.1 about global framework configuration. 

If you serve the QuestFields Client files from the QuestFields Server, you do 
not need to specify connectString because you will have already configured 
rootPath to point to the full URL of the /questobjects directory on the 
server. 

If you serve the QuestFields Client files from a different location, or if you want 
the QuestField to access a different QuestField Server instance, you should use 
connectString. Specify the full server connect string as follows: 
http://(sub)domain:portnumber/questobjects/server 

Note that the port number is typically omitted if it is 80. 

To test the URL, type it into your 
web browser (do not add a slash at 
the end of .../server). If the 
QuestFields Server is running 
properly, it should open a page 
similar to the image on the right. 

⇒ Attribute connectString was 
mandatory for QuestField versions 
prior to 1.1. You no longer need to 
specify it if MO_config.rootPath 
already points to the QuestFields 
Server. 

The optional errorHandler attribute specifies a JavaScript function* that will 
be called whenever errors occur in the QuestField. 

As its first argument, your error handler function receives the id of the 
QuestField. This enables you to use the same function for multiple QuestFields 
in the web page. In addition, the function specified by errorHandler receives 
the following arguments: 

connectString 
(optional) 

errorHandler 
(optional) 
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- errorNumber: The number of the error. See chapter 4.2 for an overview of 
error number ranges. 

- errorText: The descriptive text of the error. This argument is escaped, and 
should be un-escaped using the JavaScript function unescape(). 
 
Note that the error description may include limited HTML formatting, notably <i>, 
</i>, <b>, </b>. See chapter 2.7. 

- recoverable: A Boolean signifying whether the error is recoverable by 
clicking on the error symbol in the QuestField. See chapters 4.1.3 and 4.1.4. 

function myErrorHandler(id, number, text, recoverable) { 
 alert( (recoverable ? "Recoverable" : "Non-recoverable") 
  + " error in field " + id + ": " +  
  unescape(text) + " (number " + number + ")"); 
} 

⇒ *With Flash QuestFields prior to 2.1.5, the errorHandler must be a string 
containing the function name. 

⇒ The function specified by errorHandler is only called for runtime errors, 
not for design-time errors (such as alerts that signify that a mandatory 
QuestField specification attribute is missing). 

This attribute must be equal to the main domain name for which the QuestField 
software license was granted (e.g. "yourwebsite.com"). It is used by the 
QuestFields Server to validate the software license in cases where the client-
side domain cannot be resolved by the browser. 

This must be a string that uniquely identifies the QuestField. The string should 
not contain spaces or other non-alphabetic characters that would conflict with 
the use of QuestFields as elements in the HTML DOM. Each QuestField in a 
HTML document must have a unique id. 

⇒ This string becomes the id of the main Questlet for the QuestField in the 
HTML page. Therefore, you may not use this name for other elements in the 
HTML page. 

⇒ Flash QuestFields also store corresponding user preferences under this id 
(such as whether the field is enabled, and whether its pop-up should open 
automatically). If you use the same QuestField id on multiple pages on your 
site, these QuestFields will have the same preferences. 

This attribute must contain the exact QuestField license string as you received it 
from MasterObjects (for Enterprise QuestField licenses, this is a 7-digit number, 
e.g. "0000000"). 

⇒ The license information links to a license page on the public QuestFields 
license server. 

⇒ The license details must match those that were installed on the QuestFields 
Server. 

Specification attribute mode must be set to "fullpage" for QuestFields running 
in full-page mode. Unlike "embedded" QuestFields, full-page QuestFields do 
not use a pop-up component to show results, Information Pane, and About 

defaultDomain 

id 

license 

mode 
(optional) 
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Pane. Instead, they use pre-existing elements in the HTML page that span the 
entire browser window. 

⇒ QuestFields running in full-page mode are also referred to as Mobile 
QuestFields. See the introduction in chapter 1.5. 

⇒ For developer information about QuestFields running in full-page mode, see 
section [3]. 

⇒ The default value for attribute mode is "embedded". 

This attribute can be used to revert the QuestField to an earlier version of QOP 
(QuestObjects Protocol), as it is used to communicate with the QuestFields 
Server. By default, this attribute is equal to questletVersion (see below). To 
let the QuestField communicate with an older server version, set 
protocolVersion to a lower number. 

This attribute must contain an integer value that represents the QuestField 
version for which the HTML page was written. 

E.g., use 200 for QuestField version 2.0.0. If, in the future, you replace the 
QuestFields Client software by a newer version, it can automatically adjust its 
behavior so that its remains compatible with the specification in your existing 
"old" HTML page. 

This attribute makes it possible to override the default resources (notably, Flash 
movies, JavaScript files, CSS style sheets) loaded and used by a specific 
QuestField. Only use this attribute when asked to do so by a MasterObjects 
support engineer. 

Depending on your QuestFields software license, the QuestField client 
components are implemented in DHTML (using AJAX) or Flash. For an 
explanation of these client technologies, see chapter 1.4. 

By default (if you omit this attribute), QuestFields 1.x use Flash technology and 
QuestFields 2.0 or higher use DHTML technology. 

To force the use of Flash technology with QuestField version 2.x, set 
technology to "flash". 

In QuestFields Client 1.3, beta support for DHTML was provided. It is 
activated by setting the technology attribute to "dhtml". From QuestFields 
client version 2.0, "dhtml" became the default. 

To have the QuestField select the best technology for the user's browser, set the 
technology attribute to "auto". In this case, QuestFields will use Flash if the 
Adobe Flash player is installed on the user's system. Otherwise, the DHTML 
client technology will be used. 

⇒ You should only select technology "auto" if you use a standard results list 
layout, or if your custom list layout was implemented in both technologies. 

⇒ QuestFields version 2.0 and higher will default to "dhtml". To continue 
using Flash after upgrading to QuestFields version 2.0, set technology to 
"flash" when you increment questletVersion to 200. 

protocolVersion 
(optional) 

questletVersion 

resources 
(optional) 

technology 
(optional) 

flash 

dhtml 

auto 
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2.6.2 QuestField Specification Attributes (Content-Related) 

This is the id of the QuestFields Server content channel. It matches the filename 
of the content channel configuration file, as it is found in the 
...conf/channels/ directory in the QuestFields Home directory on the 
server. 

⇒ For more information, see the configuration guide for the appropriate Content 
Access Module (CAM). 

This optional attribute determines when the QuestField should draw a red 
"wiggly line" under a user query if no results were received from the server. By 
default, this attribute is equal to queryLength. 

If you specify a higher value, then a green "wiggly 
line" will appear to the right of the cursor in the 
entry field, indicating that the user should type more characters before 
expecting any results from the QuestFields Server. 

QuestFields support direct entry of characters from the Latin1 character set, 
used in many European languages and as present on certain European 
keyboards. 

By default, keepLatin is set to false or 0, allowing entry of Latin characters 
for searching international databases in which these characters were flattened. 
Many diacritical marks are expanded automatically as they are typed to 
support internationalized databases, i.e. "ü" becomes "ue", "ß" becomes "ss", 
and "ñ" becomes "n". By setting attribute keepLatin to true or 1 or 2, you can 
disable this "flattening" of Latin characters. 

With QuestFields version 2.0.2 or higher, attribute value 2 can be used to 
disable Latin conversion entirely: 

- 0 or false: Full conversion and expansion of Latin characters; 

- 1 or true: Stripping of diacritical marks only (i.e., no expansion to "ue" and 
"oe", "ü" still becomes "u" and "ñ" becomes "n"); 

- 2: No conversion of Latin characters whatsoever. 

If you set attribute metadataHandler to the name of a JavaScript function that 
you provide in the HTML page, the QuestField will automatically call that 
function every time the user selects or highlights an individual string in the 
QuestField. Your metadata handler function is called right after the QuestField 
updates the value of the input fields defined by valueInput and keyInput. 

⇒ In QuestField versions 2.0.3 and later, metadataHandler may also specify 
the JavaScript function by reference instead of by name. 

As its first argument, your metadata handler function receives the id of the 
QuestField. This allows you to use the same function for multiple QuestFields 
in the web page. 

The second argument received by your metadata handler is an object 
containing the metadata values as they were received from the content channel. 

By default, the metadata strings are identified by fixed names meta0, meta1, 
etc., unless a mapping is provided using optional specification attribute 

contentChannel 

errorLength 
(optional) 

keepLatin 
(optional) 

metadataHandler 
(optional) 
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metadataMapping (see below). If no metadataMapping is provided, then all 
metadata values (meta0 … metaX) are escaped (meaning that you should apply 
the JavaScript unescape() function before using the metadata strings). 

The JavaScript code displayed in red below shows an example of how your 
metadata handler could be implemented to automatically fill in input fields 
testInput0, testInput1, and testInput2 in the HTML page. This example 
uses utility functions QO.util.setObjectValue() and MO.$(), described in 
chapters 2.8.21 and 2.8.1. Of course, you can use any JavaScript you like to 
handle the metadata received from the QuestField. 

// The following JavaScript function is customer specific. 
// Assuming that attribute metadataHandler == "onMyResultChanged" 
// this is called whenever the user tabs out of the QuestField 
// or changes the current line in the results list. 
// Note: metadata.meta0 through metadata.meta1 will be undefined if 
nothing was received from the server, i.e. if no metadata was returned 
by the query defined in the content channel. 
function onMyResultChanged(fieldId, metadata, result, context) { 
  if (fieldId == "myId") { 
 QO.util.setObjectValue("testInput0", metadata.meta0); 
 QO.util.setObjectValue("testInput1", metadata.meta1); 
 QO.util.setObjectValue("testInput2", metadata.meta2); 
  } 
} 

 
The additional result parameter was added in QuestField release 2.0.1. It is an 
object containing the following values: 

- hovered: Boolean value, true if the metadata handler was called because 
the user hovered over the result using the mouse; 

- type: A number representing the type of result (introduced in QuestField 
version 2.1). Normal results have type 0. Messages from the server have 
type 1; 

- index: see getIndex(); 

- input:  getValue(id,true) *; 

- key: getKey()*; 

- value: getValue()*; 

- metaCount: the total number of metadata values (meta0 through 
meta[metaCount-1], available in QuestField versions 2.1 and up) 

- label: the label corresponding to the result, if it was specified by the 
metadataMapping specification attribute (described below). Otherwise, 
null. 

- context: The context object was added in DHTML QuestField release 
2.1.1. It is an empty object associated with the result that can be used to store 
additional persistent values and functions for the result (not available with 
Flash QuestFields). 
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⇒ *Note that, if no metadataMapping is used, result.key, result.value, 
and result.input are escaped values. You should un-escape them before 
use. For example: unescape(result.key). 

⇒ In QuestField versions prior to 2.0.1, the metadata handler receives only the 
values of metadata columns, not the third 'result' argument. You must use 
JavaScript functions QO.field.getKey() and QO.field.getValue() to 
retrieve the current key and value of a QuestField. Accessor functions 
QO.field.getCount() and QO.field.getIndex() retrieve the total 
number of results and the index of the currently selected result. See chapter 
2.8.8 through chapter 2.8.12. 

⇒ You can reliably test whether the user selected a result by testing for 
(result.index > -1). The index is -1 if no result is current. 

⇒ If you use a metadata handler, the QuestField will not close its list when a 
user clicks elsewhere on the page. If you want the QuestField to close its list 
when the user clicks on elements not associated with the QuestField, you 
must specify at least one element to be part of the QuestField using the 
addContainer() function. See chapter 2.8.3. 

⇒ You should limit the size of metadata for best performance and to ensure the 
widest browser compatibility. 

⇒ When using DHTML technology, you may return true from your metadata 
handler. If you do, the metadata handler will be called again if the user selects 
the same record twice in a row. Otherwise (normally), the metadata handler 
will only be called once after the user selects a record. 

⇒ When using Flash technology, the total result size supported by most 
browsers is 40KB and the total number of metadata values (metaCount) is 
limited to 100. There are no such limits with DHTML technology. 

This function tells the QuestField to map metadata columns received from the 
server to custom metadata attributes. When this attribute is used, metadata 
handlers and list layouts can use meaningful keys for metadata values, instead 
of meta0 through metaX. 

The value of the first metadata item (meta0) can optionally be used as a 
condition for the metadataMapping to be applied. This enables you to use 
different metadata key mappings for each type of result. 

The metadataMapping attribute value must be an array or an object containing 
one or more objects with the following attributes: 

- map: An array of keys to be used to identify the metadata values in the 
metadata object passed into metadata handlers and list layouts. 
 
Each key in the map is an object with a key attribute signifying the identifier 
for the corresponding value. 
 
Since QuestField version 2.1.1, each map entry can also have an optional 
formatter: A reference to a JavaScript function that is used to format the 
metadata value before it is passed into the metadata handler or into a list 
layout. 
 
The formatter function receives four arguments: The value of the metadata 

metadataMapping 
(optional) 
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item, the key from the metadata map, the metadata map label (see below), 
and the zero-based index of the metadata item. The formatter function must 
return the formatted value.  

- firstValue: An optional value to which the first metadata value (the value 
of meta0) is compared. The metadata mapping is only applied if the result's 
first metadata value matches this value. If no firstValue is specified (or 
'DEFAULT'), then the map will be used as the default mapping, i.e. if no 
other map has a condition that matches meta0. 

- label: An optional value that is used to set the label attribute of the result 
passed into the metadata handler. 
 
If no label is defined, then the value of the firstValue attribute is used, 
'EMPTY' if firstValue is an empty string, 'DEFAULT' if no firstValue is 
specified, or null if no matching metadata map is found. 
 
Note that you may also specify an empty string ('' or "") as the 
firstValue condition. To specify zero, use '0' (including quotes). To have 
no condition, use null or leave out the attribute. 

Here's an example value for the metadataMapping attribute, applying keys 
key0, key1, and keyX if the first metadata value (i.e., the value of meta0) 
equals 5: 

[{map: [{key: key0}, 
        {key: key1}, 
        {key: keyX, formatter: MY.FormatPrice}], 
  firstValue: 5}] 
 

⇒ This attribute is available in DHTML QuestField version 2.1 and up. 

This attribute specifies the initial query qualifier to be sent to the server with 
the first query. The query qualifier is an optional string that can be used as part 
of the query by the content channel on the QuestFields Server. 

⇒ After the page is loaded, you can change the QuestField value dynamically 
using JavaScript function QO.field.query(). See chapter 2.8.19. 

⇒ In QuestFields Server 1.x, the qualifier is only available for use by the Custom 
Content Access Module and the Java Content Access Module (CAM). In 
QuestFields Server 2.0 and later, the qualifier is available for use by any 
CAM. If you omit the qualifier attribute, the qualifier is assumed to be 
empty. 

⇒ QuestFields Server 1.x does not accept an empty string as the qualifier. To 
use no qualifier with QuestFields Server 1.x, simply omit the attribute. 
QuestFields Server 2.0 or later do support empty qualifier values. 

This attribute specifies the number of characters that the user must type before 
a query is submitted to the server. By default, the QuestField uses 1, so users 
must type at least one character into the QuestField before a query is sent to the 
server. If a user types fewer characters, then the QuestField will show a green 
"wiggly line" indicating that additional input is 
required. 

qualifier 
(optional) 

queryLength 
(optional) 
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⇒ If you specify 0, then the QuestField will even submit an empty query to the 
server. 

⇒ Normally, if a user types a query that is at least as long as queryLength, the 
QuestField will draw an error line below the query if no results were found. 
You can optionally specify a separate errorLength attribute to prevent this. 

This attribute specifies the initial value displayed in the QuestField. If you omit 
the value attribute, the QuestField starts off with an empty string. 

If the value attribute contains a string that matches or exceeds queryLength, 
then the QuestField will perform the corresponding query immediately, i.e., 
right after the page is loaded. 

⇒ After the page is loaded in the browser, you can change the QuestField value 
dynamically using JavaScript function QO.field.query(). See chapter 
2.8.19. 

2.6.3 QuestField Specification Attributes (Behavior) 

This optional attribute allows the website designer to determine whether the 
QuestField should auto-complete the value in its input field using the currently 
selected result in the Results List Pane. The attribute should contain one of the 
strings off, right, or all. 

Auto-completed text to the right of the cursor is displayed in green. The user 
may place the cursor anywhere in an auto-completed string and continue 
typing to accept the auto-completed characters to the left of the cursor. To 
accept the auto-completed text without typing additional characters, the user 
can press <Control>-<End>, or <Delete> while the cursor is at the end of the 
input field. 

In all of the available auto-complete behaviors, typing an additional character 
will append it to the user's previous query, regardless of what was displayed 
(completed) in the input field. 

⇒ Not currently supported. 

By default, this attribute is set to value all, which means that the user's input is 
automatically completed, even if the result starts with different characters from 
those typed into the QuestField. 

If the selected result does not start with the same characters, the user's input is 
replaced by the result value and the cursor jumps to the end of the result value, 
or behind the first occurrence of the characters typed if a literal match exists in 
the result value. 

Characters that are auto-completed to the left of the cursor are displayed in 
light gray. If the user continues typing, these "pre-pended" characters are 
automatically removed. 

⇒ Not supported by Flash QuestFields, nor by DHTML QuestField releases 
prior to 2.0.1. In these non-supported versions, auto-completion works like in 
previous QuestField versions. 

If autoComplete is set to value right, the user's input is automatically 
completed, but only to the right, i.e. if the result starts with the same characters 

value 
(optional) 

autoComplete 
(optional) 

"all" 

"right" 
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that were typed into the QuestField. No auto-completion takes place if the 
result does not start with the characters typed. 

⇒ Not supported by Flash QuestFields, nor by DHTML QuestField releases 
prior to 2.0.1. In these non-supported versions, auto-completion works like in 
previous QuestField versions. 

If autoComplete is set to a value containing one or two characters, the 
user's input is automatically completed, but only up to the next occurrence of 
those characters in the result value. You can use this to auto-complete 
individual words, rather that the entire result value. No auto-completion takes 
place if the result does not start with the characters typed. 

If autoComplete is set to off, the QuestField does not change the contents of 
input field: The input field always reflects the characters entered by the user. 

Note that if auto-completion is off (autoComplete="right" or 
autoComplete="off"), the QuestField will not always submit actual server 
values to the server. Of course, the QuestField will still submit the 
corresponding key to the server if keyInput is defined. If no auto-completion is 
used at all (autoComplete="off"), valueInput will only hold the user's input, 
not the value returned by the server. For consistency to the user, when working 
with the valueInput attribute, it is recommended that either 
autoComplete="all" or autoComplete="off" is used. See chapter 2.6.4. 

⇒ This attribute is available in QuestField versions 1.2 and up. Earlier 
QuestField versions always performed an auto-complete, replacing the user's 
query if the result did not match the characters typed. 

This optional attribute allows the website designer to determine whether the 
first result received and displayed in the QuestField's result list should be 
selected automatically. The attribute should contain one of the strings off, 
match, or first: 

By default, this attribute is set to value first, which means that the first 
available result is always selected automatically. 

If autoSelect is set to match, the result is only selected automatically if it is the 
only available result (i.e., the total number of results equals one, which means 
that the result matches the user input exactly). 

If autoSelect is set to off, the user must select a result either: 

- by pressing the down arrow key on the keyboard, or 

- by clicking on the result with the mouse, or 

- (if hoverSelect is true, see below) by hovering over it with the mouse. 

This optional attribute determines whether the QuestField will automatically 
pop up its Results List Pane as soon as results are received from the server. 
Specify true, false, or "focus". 

The QuestField's pop-up area will appear when results are found. This is the 
default behavior. 

The QuestField's pop-up area will only appear upon the user clicking the 
QuestField's combo-box button. This has no effect in full-page QuestFields. 

" " 
", " 
"." 

"off" 

autoSelect 
(optional) 

"first" 

"match" 

"off" 

autoPopUp 
(optional) 

true 

false 
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The QuestField's pop-up area will open as soon as the user places the cursor 
into the input field. This option is only available in DHTML QuestFields 
version 2.1.5 and higher. 

⇒ If you do not specify this attribute, users of Flash-based QuestFields can select 
automatic pop-up behavior using a checkbox in the QuestField's result list. 

This attribute changes the behavior of the Results List Pane so that result lines 
are selected even before the user clicks on them, i.e., when the user hovers the 
mouse over each line. Return true to activate this behavior. Return false (or 
leave the attribute out) for the traditional results list behavior. 

This optional attribute allows the website designer to specify a custom 
JavaScript function that will be called whenever a user opens or closes a 
QuestField pop-up list, and whenever the currently selected pane in the popup 
changes. The website designer can dynamically alter the appearance of the 
page, or show and hide information related to the QuestField. 

As its first argument, your pop-up handler function will receive the id of the 
QuestField. This allows you to use the same function for multiple QuestFields 
in the web page. 

The second argument is a Boolean value that is true if the popup is to be 
opened and false if it was closed. 

The third argument is an Array containing the coordinates of the pop-up list 
(left, top, right, bottom). 

The fourth argument contains the name of the activated pane in the popup: 
"list", "info", "about", or "close" if the popup was closed. 

function myPopUpHandler(fieldId, willOpen, coordinates, pane) { 
 if (willOpen == true) { 
   alert("The currently selected pane is: " + pane); 
   // position, hide, or show your own objects 
 } else { 
   // position, hide, or show your own objects 
 } 
} 

⇒ The fourth argument (pane) is only supported in QuestField versions 1.2 and 
higher. 

⇒ In QuestField versions 2.1.5 and up, popUpHandler may either be a function 
reference or the name of a function. In older versions, the attribute must be a 
string containing the name of a global JavaScript function. 

By default, the QuestField will display 
small arrows at the right of the text 
indicating the presence of results while 
the pop-up is closed. If you set this 
attribute to false, these arrows are not displayed. 

"focus"  

hoverSelect 
(optional) 

popUpHandler 
(optional) 

showResultArrows 
(optional) 
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2.6.4 QuestField Specification Attributes (Data Entry and Forms) 

The following attributes are needed if the QuestField is used as an "input" in an 
HTML form. 

Typically, an AutoSuggest QuestField replaces an existing input element in the 
HTML page, whereby the original input element becomes hidden, but retains 
its original name and id. Through the QuestField attributes below, you tell the 
QuestField which HTML input element(s) to use for the QuestFields value and 
key, and which HTML form is used to eventually submit the values. 

⇒ The input element replaced by a QuestField, as well as the HTML form, must 
have unique ids. Often, these elements only have a 
name="inputName"attribute. If no id is specified, simply add 
id="inputName" to the input(s) and to the form, making their id identical to 
their name. If the same input name is used on other forms in the same HTML 
page, you should change the id so it becomes unique. 

⇒ When a QuestField submits its values, it uses a regular html form to do so. 
The form may have an "onsubmit" handler. You can check whether the 
QuestField caused the submit by using the QO.field.isSubmitting 
function. See chapter 2.8.16. 

⇒ QuestFields automatically omit the "Enable QuestField" checkbox if the 
QuestField is used to submit its keys to the server. QuestFields used to submit 
keys cannot be disabled. Nor can QuestFields be disabled that are not tied to 
an input field at all (those QuestFields are used for lookup purposes and it 
thus makes no sense to disable them). 

This is the id of the HTML form that is used to submit the current key to the 
server, i.e., the key of the currently selected string as it was returned from the 
content channel. If you do not provide the keyForm attribute, the QuestField 
uses valueForm. So you do not need to enter this attribute if you use the same 
HTML form for submitting the key and the value. 

⇒ If you leave out both keyForm and valueForm, then the QuestField cannot 
be used to submit to the server. When the user presses the Return key while in 
the QuestField, the current string is selected and the pop-up closes, allowing 
the user to perform other actions in the HTML page (or to submit the HTML 
page by clicking on a separate Submit button). 

⇒ QuestFields will properly call the onSubmit handler that may be attached to 
the form. If onSubmit returns false, then submitting is canceled. 

⇒ QuestFields will automatically omit the "Enable QuestField" checkbox if the 
QuestField is used to submit its keys to the server. QuestFields used to submit 
keys cannot be disabled. 

This is the id of the HTML input that is used to submit a selected item to the 
server application after the user double-clicks on a person in the pop-up list. 
This submits the item’s key to the server application, usually returning a detail 
page corresponding to the selected item. 

⇒ You can use JavaScript function QO.field.getKey() to retrieve the 
current key value. See chapter 2.8.10. 

keyForm 
(optional) 

keyInput 
(optional) 
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⇒ QuestFields will automatically omit the "Enable QuestField" checkbox if the 
QuestField is used to submit its keys to the server. QuestFields used to submit 
keys cannot be disabled. 

This attribute contains the id of the next element in the HMTL page to receive 
the focus after the user tabs out of the QuestField or when a record is accepted. 
If you do not specify nextField, then the user of Flash QuestFields cannot tab 
out of the QuestField.  

⇒ Currently, only Internet Explorer on Windows allows the user to tab into the 
next Flash QuestField. Other browsers simply ignore the tab if nextField is 
the id of another QuestField on the page, but these other browsers usually do 
allow tabbing into regular entry fields (input elements). 

Currently, this attribute only affects Flash QuestFields: 

This attribute contains the id of the previous element in the HMTL page to 
receive the focus after the user shift-tabs out of the QuestField. If you do not 
specify previousField, then the user cannot shift-tab out of the QuestField.  

⇒ Currently, only Internet Explorer on Windows allows the user to tab into 
another QuestField. Other browsers simply ignore the tab if previousField 
is the id of another QuestField on the page, but these other browsers usually 
do allow tabbing into regular entry fields (input elements). 

This attribute should contain the index of the QuestField in the tab order of the 
HTML page. 

⇒ Currently, only Internet Explorer on Windows will allow users to tab into the 
QuestField, because other browsers do not (yet) support the focus() 
JavaScript method on ActiveX controls or on the Adobe Flash plug-in. 

This is the id of the HTML form that is used to submit the current QuestField 
string to the server. The QuestField will use this form to submit the value to the 
server, unless the user has selected a string (identified by its key as it was 
returned from the server) and you defined keyInput. 

⇒ If you leave out both keyForm and valueForm, then the QuestField cannot 
be used to submit to the server. When the user presses the Return key while in 
the QuestField, the current string is selected and the pop-up closes, allowing 
the user to perform other actions in the HTML page (or to submit the HTML 
page by clicking on a separate Submit button). 

⇒ QuestFields will call the onSubmit handler that may be attached to the form. 
If onSubmit returns false, then submitting is canceled. 

This is the id of the HTML input that is used to submit characters entered by 
the user to the server application after the user presses the <Enter> key or clicks 
on the submit button displayed to the right of the QuestField. 

The QuestField copy the contents of its entry field into the input field specified 
by valueInput, including any auto-completed characters visible in the entry 
field. Note that the autoComplete attribute can be used to switch auto-
completion off (see chapter 2.6.3). 

⇒ You can use JavaScript function QO.field.getValue() to retrieve the 
current value of the input element. See chapter 2.8.12. 

nextField 
(optional) 

previousField 
(optional) 

tabIndex 
(optional) 

valueForm 
(optional) 

valueInput 
(optional) 
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2.6.5 QuestField Specification Attributes (Layout and Styling) 

This should be a string containing the 6-character hexadecimal value of the 
background color used for the QuestField entry field, preceded by the pound 
sign (#). It should typically match the BGCOLOR attribute of the enclosing HTML 
page or table section. The default value is #ffffff (white). Some QuestField 
skins will use this attribute to choose a proper color for objects that let the 
background shine through. 

⇒ QuestField skins can adopt their look to the background color using a CSS 
class rule, whereby the class name is prefixed by qoC followed by the 
lowercase representation of the color (truncated to the nearest base-16 value), 
e.g. qoCfff. This ensures selection of a proper style sheet, even if the 
background color varies slightly. 

These attributes allow changing the text colors used to mark up the text in the 
QuestField entry field. The attributes should contain a string consisting of the 
6-character hexadecimal value preceded by the pound sign (#). The following 
default values are used:  

- completeColor #00cc00 (green used for auto-completed text) 

- errorColor  #cc0000 (red used for wiggly underline) 

- newColor  #777777 (gray) 

- okColor  #000000 (black) 

- placeholderColor #999999 (light gray) 

 

This attribute sets the background color of the footer at the bottom of the 
QuestField popup, i.e. the area containing the "tabs" that are used to toggle 
between the Results List Pane and the Information Pane. 

bgColor 
(optional) 

completeColor, 
errorColor, 

newColor, okColor, 
placeholderColor 

(optional) 

footerColor 
(optional) 
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This attribute should contain a string consisting of the 6-character hexadecimal 
value preceded by the pound sign (#). The default value is #f2f2f2 (light gray). 

⇒ This attribute only takes effect with styled QuestFields (see useStyles 
below). 

This attribute is used to activate and specify the height of an optional footer 
below the QuestField pop-up pane. You should specify a number reflecting the 
height of the footer in pixels. 

If you specify footerHeight, you must also specify attribute footerHTML (see 
below). 

By default, this attribute is 0, meaning no footer is displayed. 

⇒ This attribute only takes effect with styled QuestFields (see useStyles 
below). 

This attribute provides the HTML for the optional footer below the QuestField 
pop-up pane. The footerHTML value is only used if attribute footerHeight is 
specified (see above). 

It is recommended that you use XHTML-compliant HTML. Default QuestField 
style sheets automatically format font and links in the footer so they look 
similar to those used inside the QuestField Information Pane (with a smaller 
font size). To change the font, add your own CSS class or style attributes as 
needed. 

The footerHTML is positioned "flush" to the edges of the QuestField footer. To 
leave proper white space around the contents of the footer, it is recommended 
that you embed the HTML inside of 
<div style="padding: 6px 3px 0px 5px">Your Footer</div> tags, or use 
standard elements like <p> to have the standard platform style sheet apply 
default margins and padding. 

If you want to change the contents of the footer dynamically, you should add 
your own id="yourId" to the nested <div> element, and then use innerHTML 
or DOM rewriting to change the node. 

⇒ To specify a closing tag as part of a string in JavaScript, you should escape the 
slash character using a backslash. Also, because XHTML attributes use 
double quotes, it is recommended that you use single quotes to surround the 
JavaScript string. 
 
E.g. fieldSpec.footerHTML = '<div id="myFooter"><\/div>';. 

⇒ Unless popUpIndex is specified, QuestField pop-ups are positioned at z-
index 10000-10099. To ensure that the footer properly hides HTML content 
that it covers, ensure that the covered content uses a lower z-index style 
attribute. Or, you can add a higher z-index to your nested <div> element. 

⇒ Note that some embedded dynamic content (such as Flash movies, QuickTime 
movies, ActiveX controls, Java Applets, custom plug-ins etc) as well as 
certain form elements in Microsoft Internet Explorer may "bleed" through the 
footer HTML. To solve this problem, you should dynamically hide such 
elements while the QuestField pop-up is displayed. You can use a pop-up 
handler function to determine when the pop-up is displayed. See 

footerHeight 
(optional) 

footerHTML 
(optional) 
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popUpHandler in chapter 2.6.3). You can use helper function 
QO.util.getCoordinates() to determine the coordinates covered by an 
element on the page. See chapter 2.8.6. 
 
You do not typically need to hide other Flash-based QuestFields on the page, 
as they will be hidden automatically while covered by the pop-up of another 
QuestField. If you position your footer (or any other HTML content) outside 
of the standard pop-up area, you can hide other QuestFields using function 
QO.field.hideFields(). See chapter 2.8.14. 

⇒ This attribute only takes effect with styled QuestFields (see useStyles 
below). 

This attribute sets the HTML for an optional footer displayed below QuestField 
results list. The list is displayed at the bottom of the list's scrolling area. 

It is recommended that you use XHTML-compliant HTML. Default QuestField 
style sheets automatically format font and links in the list so they look similar 
to the results. To change the styling, add your own CSS class or style attributes 
as needed. 

The listFooter is positioned "flush" to the edges of the list, within the list 
border. To leave proper white space around the contents of the footer, it is 
recommended that you embed the HTML inside of <div style="padding: 
4px">Your Footer</div> tags, or use standard elements like <p> to have the 
standard platform style sheet apply default margins and padding. 

If you want to change the contents of the list footer dynamically, you should 
add your own id="yourId" to the nested <div> element, and then use 
innerHTML or DOM rewriting to change the node. 

⇒ To specify a closing tag as part of a string in JavaScript, you should escape the 
slash character using a backslash. Also, because XHTML attributes use 
double quotes, it is recommended that you use single quotes to surround the 
JavaScript string. 
 
E.g. fieldSpec.sidebarHTML = '<div 
id="myListFooter"><\/div>';. 

⇒ This attribute was introduced in QuestFields version 2.1 and only works with 
DHTML QuestFields. 

This attribute is analogous to the listFooter attribute described above. Use 
listHeader to add a header to result lists. 

⇒ This attribute was introduced in QuestFields version 2.1 and only works with 
DHTML QuestFields. 

This attribute specifies the name of the results list layout to be used. 

The listLayout name is a case sensitive string, typically written in "Camel 
Case", containing no spaces. 

In Flash QuestFields, the layouts are built into the QuestFields Client Flash 
movies. 

listFooter 
(optional) 

listHeader 
(optional) 

listLayout 
(optional) 
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DHTML QuestFields use standard layout files that are bundled in the 
QuestFields client/layouts/ directory. To use a custom layout, specify its 
full path relative to the web page. The layout name corresponds to the 
directory name (the actual list layout is provided by the list.js file it 
contains). Do not specify the list.js file in this attribute, and do not end the 
directory name with a trailing slash.  

If you omit this attribute, the QuestField uses the PeopleFinder list layout. 

⇒ For a detailed description of the PeopleFinder list layout, please refer to tech 
note #11, available as a separate document. 

This is the z-index at which the QuestField pop-up area will be positioned. By 
default, the pop-up is positioned at z-index of 10000. 

Note that the QuestField pop-up will use additional z-indexes to position its 
elements. You should consider a range of 1,000 indexes reserved for the pop-
up. So by default, the pop-up can use z-indexes 10,000 through 10,999. 

This is the number of rows to be displayed in the pop-up list. The default is 6 
rows. 

⇒ Some custom QuestField list layouts display a single result over multiple 
rows. In these cases, please ensure that popUpRows is a multiple of the 
number of lines spanned by a single result (4, 6, or 8, ... or 6, 9, or 12, ...). 

This attribute should contain true if the pop-up window is to span to the left if 
the pop-up window is wider than the entry field. By default (value false), the 
pop-up list will appear left aligned to the entry field. You should typically 
return true if the QuestField is right aligned on the HTML page. 

⇒ QuestFields will automatically scroll the page to the left if the left side of the 
results list is scrolled out of view while the pop-up window is being opened. 

This attribute should contain true if the pop-up window is to align to the top 
of the QuestField. By default (value false), the pop-up list will appear at the 
bottom of the entry field. You would typically return true if the QuestField is 
placed at the bottom of the HTML page. 

⇒ QuestFields will automatically scroll the page up if the top row in the results 
list is scrolled out of view while the pop-up window is being opened. 

This is an optional string containing the hexadecimal value of the background 
color for the pop-up list, and is only used by styled QuestFields (where 
useStyles=true). The default value is #f8f8f8. 

This is the requested width of the pop-up list in pixels. By default, the pop-up 
list uses the same width as the QuestField. 

These are the dimensions of the QuestField, including the 
combo button and the optional submit button, in pixels. The 
default width is 200 pixels; the default height is 21 pixels. 

⇒ Note that the QuestField adjusts the font size of the entry field 
to accommodate the questFieldWidth setting so that the text 
fits exactly into the entry field. However, the font size is currently limited to 
28px. 

popUpIndex 
(optional) 

popUpRows 
(optional) 

popUpToLeft 
(optional) 

popUpToTop 
(optional) 

popUpColor 
(optional) 

popUpWidth 
(optional) 

questFieldHeight, 
questFieldWidth 

(optional) 
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⇒ Note that some style sheets (notably those that use rounded borders) may only 
work with a certain height and/or width.  

⇒ QuestField style sheets can check for the height using a class prefixed by qoH 
followed by the height, e.g. qoH21. 

This attribute sets the HTML for an optional sidebar displayed in the 
QuestField pop-up pane. The sidebar is displayed on the right of the popup, or 
on the left if popUpToLeft is set to true (see above). The sidebarHTML value is 
only used if attribute sidebarWidth is specified (see below). 

It is recommended that you use XHTML-compliant HTML. Default QuestField 
style sheets automatically format font and links in the footer so they look 
similar to those used inside the QuestField Information Pane. To change the 
font, add your own CSS class or style attributes as needed. 

 
Sidebar on the right 

The sidebarHTML is positioned "flush" to the edge of the popup, within the 
popup border. To leave proper white space around the contents of the sidebar, 
it is recommended that you embed the HTML inside of <div style="border-
left: 1px solid #ddd; height:100%; padding:0px 6px">Your 
Sidebar</div> tags, or use standard elements like <p> to have the standard 
platform style sheet apply default margins and padding. 

If you want to change the contents of the sidebar dynamically, you should add 
your own id="yourId" to the nested <div> element, and then use innerHTML 
or DOM rewriting to change the node. 

⇒ To specify a closing tag as part of a string in JavaScript, you should escape the 
slash character using a backslash. Also, because XHTML attributes use 
double quotes, it is recommended that you use single quotes to surround the 
JavaScript string. 
 
E.g. fieldSpec.sidebarHTML = '<div id="mySidebar"><\/div>';. 

⇒ Unless popUpIndex is specified, QuestField pop-ups are positioned at z-
index 10000-10099. To ensure that the sidebar properly hides HTML 
content that it covers, ensure that the covered content uses a lower z-index 
style attribute. Or, you can add a higher z-index to your nested <div> 
element. 

sidebarHTML 
(optional) 
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⇒ Note that some embedded dynamic content (such as Flash movies, QuickTime 
movies, ActiveX controls, Java Applets, custom plug-ins etc) as well as 
certain form elements in Microsoft Internet Explorer may "bleed" through the 
sidebar HTML. To solve this problem, you should dynamically hide such 
elements while the QuestField pop-up is displayed. You can use a pop-up 
handler function to determine when the pop-up is displayed. See 
popUpHandler in chapter 2.6.3). You can use helper function 
QO.util.getCoordinates() to determine the coordinates covered by an 
element on the page. See chapter 2.8.6. 
 
You do not typically need to hide other Flash-based QuestFields on the page, 
as they will be hidden automatically while covered by the pop-up of another 
QuestField. If you position your sidebar (or any other HTML content) outside 
of the standard pop-up area, you can hide other QuestFields using function 
QO.field.hideFields(). See chapter 2.8.14. 

⇒ This attribute was introduced in QuestFields version 2.1 and only takes effect 
with styled QuestFields (see useStyles below). 

This attribute is used to activate and specify the width of an optional area to the 
side of the QuestField pop-up pane. You should specify a number reflecting the 
width of the sidebar in pixels. 

If you specify sidebarWidth, you must also specify attribute sidebarHTML (see 
above). 

By default, this attribute is 0, meaning no sidebar is displayed. 

⇒ This attribute only takes effect with styled QuestFields (see useStyles 
below). 

For DHTML and styled QuestFields (see the useStyles attribute later in this 
chapter), the optional skinName attribute determines the look of a QuestField. It 
should either match the name of a skin in the 
{rootPath}/styles/questlet/skins directory, or be the full URL pointing to 
a custom skin. The attribute should not end with a slash. 

The skinName attribute defaults to "qo-generic". Starting with QuestField 2.0, 
some skins are "platform aware": They automatically adopt the standard look 
of the user's platform. Some skins support additional variants. These variants 
are selected by adding a "suffix" to the end of their name. These skin variants 
typically only support a specific subset of QuestField heights and colors, so 
their corresponding CSS files are smaller and thus load faster. See the table 
below for a list of skins included with the current QuestFields version. 

skinName, 
platform, suffix 

Look Supported QuestField heights and 
background colors 

qo-generic 
(on Windows and 
Linux) 

 
QuestField heights 16-32 with any 
background color.  

qo-generic 
(on Mac)  

qo-generic 
(on Mac, if 
contained inside 
an element with 

 
(does not fit well on 
dark backgrounds. Only 

sidebarWidth 
(optional) 

skinName 
(optional) 
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CSS class 
"qo-rounded", e.g. 
<div class="qo-
rounded">) 

add the "qo-rounded" 
class if your page has a 
light-colored 
background) 

qo-generic-
classic 
(any platform, or 
non-styled Flash) 

 

qo-generic-
dark 
(any platform) 

 

qo-generic-
orange 
(any platform) 

 

qo-generic-
orange-light 
(any platform) 

 

qo-generic-red 
(any platform)  

qo-rounded 
(any platform) 
 
NOTE: 
In Internet 
Explorer 6.0 or 
below, the rounded 
borders will not 
look very good 
except on white or 
on very light 
colors. 

 
Heights: 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 24, 
28, 32 
Background colors: #fff (white/light 
gray), #fe1 (light yellow), #fc2 (gold), 
#f80 (orange), #ddd (light gray), #b11 
(red), #bbc (blue metal), #acf (light 
blue), #aaa (medium gray - leopard 
selected), #888 (metal/gray), #89a 
(iPhone standard blue), #789 (steel 
blue - graphite – iPhone), #6a4 (nature 
green), #36c (dark blue), #333 (dark 
gray), #111 (black) 

qo-rounded? 
suffix= 
standard 
(Mac, Windows, 
Linux) 

 
Heights: 19, 20, 21, 22 
Background color: #fff (white/light 
gray) 

Full-page Skins (for use on mobile devices, licensed separately) 

qo-rounded 
(on iPhone)  

Heights: 24, 28, 32 
Background colors: #fff (white/light 
gray), #89a (iPhone standard blue), 
#789 (steel blue - graphite – iPhone), 
#111 (black) 

qo-rounded? 
suffix= 
standard 
(on the iPhone) 

 
Height: 28 
Background color: #89a 

qo-rounded 
(on Windows)  

See "qo-rounded" above. 

qo-rounded 
(on Mac)  
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⇒ In addition to the standard skins, MasterObjects and its partners can develop 
custom skin variants that are selected using a suffix. Although these skins can 
be used (and are bundled) with the standard skins, they require a separate 
license. For example, skin "qo-rounded" has a "black" suffix option for select 
customers with a Mobile QuestFields license for the iPhone. Setting 
skinName to "qo-rounded?suffix=black" in a mobile QuestField 
results in the following QuestField look: 
 

 

⇒ Custom skins are tested and configured by MasterObjects or its licensed 
partners. Their development is beyond the scope of this Administration Guide. 
Please contact MasterObjects for more information about the creation of 
custom skins. 

⇒ It is also possible to specify multiple skins (using cascading style sheets) by 
entering multiple skin names separated by a single space. Again, combining 
skins is beyond the scope of this Administration Guide. 

This is the number of pixels that is reserved for the Submit button at the right 
of the QuestField. The Submit button image used in the AutoSuggest 
QuestField has a fixed width of 16 pixels, so this attribute is typically set to 18. 

⇒ If you do not provide the submitAreaWidth attribute or use 0, the 
QuestField will have no submit button. 

This is an optional attribute for styled QuestFields (see useStyles below) that is 
used as the text of a tooltip that appears when users hover the mouse above the 
submit button. 

This is an optional Boolean value (true by default, or specify false) that 
activates styled QuestFields where the borders and buttons of the QuestField are 
controlled by CSS. The look of a styled QuestField can be changed by optional 
attribute skinName. 

⇒ DHTML QuestFields are disabled when useStyles is set to false. 

⇒ In QuestField versions below 1.2, the useStyles attribute defaulted to 
false. 

⇒ The useStyles attribute is automatically disabled in old browsers that do 
not comply with the latest CSS standards. In these browsers, the QuestField 
always adopts a generic look. Mostly, this concerns Mozilla versions prior to 
1.7 and Netscape versions prior to 7.2. DHTML QuestFields are 
automatically disabled in these old browsers (as well as Internet Explorer 
versions below 6.0). 

If specified and non-zero, the QuestField will be positioned at the z-index 
specified. 

You should reserve a range of 10 z-indexes for the elements inside of the 
QuestField. For example, a QuestField with no z-index specified will position 
some of its elements (notably, the elements hovering over the field, such as the 
status area) at z-index 5-9. A QuestField with z-index 50 will position some of 
its elements at z-index 55-59. 

submitAreaWidth 
(optional) 

submitButtonTip 
(optional) 

useStyles 
(optional) 

zIndex 
(optional) 
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2.6.6 QuestField Specification Attributes (Information and Text Display) 

This is an optional attribute for styled QuestFields (see useStyles below) that is 
used as the text of a tooltip that appears when users hover the mouse above the 
combo button. 

This is an optional attribute for styled QuestFields (see useStyles below) that is 
used as the text of a tooltip that appears when users hover the mouse above the 
combo button while the pop-up of that QuestField is open. If 
comboButtonTipClose is not specified, the value of comboButtonTip is used 
instead. 

This is the URL that is opened when the user clicks on the Help-link in the 
QuestField. It should point to a 
page that further explains the 
workings of the QuestField. 

By default, this link points to the 
QuestFields Help Server hosted by 
MasterObjects. 

This is an optional string that is 
used as the text of the "QuestField 
Help" link at the bottom of the 
Information Pane, as shown on the 
right. 

Starting with QuestField version 
1.2, this link does not automatically 
receive an underline, providing 
more flexibility in customizing the help text (it is no longer necessary to 
underline the entire text, for example). To underline the hyperlink, be sure to 
add <u> and </u> to the label. Alternatively, the markup elements described in 
chapter 2.7 may be used. 

⇒ You may use the helpLinkLabel to close a <font> element that you opened 
in helpText. This allows you to change the font size for the entire 
Information Pane. 

These are the optional parameters that are passed into the standard 
window.open() JavaScript call, allowing the help window to be positioned in 
the browser. By default, this attribute assumes width=750,height=500. 

⇒ Note that, depending on the help parameters used, the pop-up blocker in some 
browsers may prevent the help page from opening. QuestFields automatically 
detect this and offer the user to view the Help content in the main browser 
window. 

This is the target into which the helpLink page should be opened by the 
browser. It matches the corresponding parameter of the standard 
window.open() JavaScript function. Use a unique name for the target, or use a 
predefined constant such as _self, _top, or _parent. By default, the 
QuestField uses "Help" as the target window name. 

This is an optional string that can be used to add text to the QuestField’s 
Information Pane, as shown in the screen shot. This attribute allows for limited 
HTML text markup as described in chapter 2.7. 

comboButtonTip 
(optional) 

comboButtonTipClose 
(optional) 

helpLink 
(optional) 

helpLinkLabel 
(optional) 

helpParameters 
(optional) 

helpTarget 
(optional) 

helpText 
(optional) 
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⇒ With QuestField version 1.2 or higher, you may use the helpLinkLabel to 
close a <font> element that you opened in helpText. This allows you to 
change the font size for the entire Information Pane. 

The placeholder is an optional text that is displayed in the QuestField before 
users put the cursor into the QuestField, "search…" 
in the example on the right. 

The placeholder is removed as soon as the input field has focus. It is drawn 
using the color specified by the placeholderColor attribute (see chapter 2.6.5). 

This is an optional string containing three 
|-separated values (that is, three text strings 
separated by a vertical bar or "pipe symbol"). This 
attribute is used to display text below the results 
list, as shown on the right. 

- Text before the first vertical bar is displayed after more than one result was 
found. 

- Text before the second vertical bar is displayed when exactly one result was 
found. 

- Text after the second vertical bar is displayed when no results were found. 

Placeholder {0} is replaced by the number of results found and is inserted into 
each of the texts if present. 

The default value of resultsText is: 

"{0} results|One result|" 

⇒ If the total number of results was limited by the server, the results text is 
prefixed by "Limited to ", in the localized language specified in 
MO_config (see chapter 2.3.1). 

⇒ Limited HTML formatting is allowed. Note that the QuestField always 
encloses the text inside <b> and </b> tags (see chapter 2.7). 

⇒ To use a pipe symbol inside of the text, use &#124;. 

⇒ In QuestField versions below 2.0, the placeholder for the number of results 
was ^1 instead of {0}. 

2.7 QuestField HTML Text Markup 

2.7.1 HTML Style Formatting 

Some QuestField text-based specification attributes allow limited HTML 
formatting. The following is the list of supported HTML tags. Please remember 
to always include a corresponding closing tag, except with the <br> element. 

⇒ The HTML restrictions below do not apply to full HTML attributes, such as 
footerHTML. In full HTML attributes, you may use any HTML elements. 

placeholder 
(optional) 

resultsText 
(optional) 
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Used for bold style. 

Used to force-break to a new line. Use <br><br> to create a new paragraph. 

⇒ Do not use formal XHTML formatting (as in <br />) for the <br> element 
in helpText, helpLinkLabel, or server-side content channel help and 
Copyright texts. Older versions of the Flash player do not support it. 
DHTML/AJAX QuestField versions will automatically convert <br> into 
<br />. 

Used to change the color of the text. Note that by default, text is displayed in 
the QuestField’s theme color (preset to blue in version 1.x). You can also change 
the size of the text by using the size attribute. 

Used for Italics style. 

Used for underline style. 

2.7.2 Escape Codes for Reserved HTML Characters 

When using non-7-bit ASCII characters and the ampersand sign (&), QuestField 
HTML text must use proper character escape codes. Flash QuestFields support 
a limited number of HTML character escape codes that should be used instead 
of characters &, >, <, ", and non-breaking space: 

- &amp; Ampersand-sign (&) 

- &gt;  Greater-than sign (>); 

- &lt;  Less-than sign (<) 

- &nbsp; Non-breaking space 

- &quot; Quote (") 

2.7.3 Escaping Unicode Characters 

Flash QuestFields do not support named HTML character entities such as 
&eacute; or &uuml; for Latin characters and Unicode characters. Instead, you 
should insert Latin and Unicode characters by using &#000; or &#xAAA;, 
whereby 000 is the decimal Unicode value and AAA is the hexadecimal 
Unicode value. Examples include: 

- &#169; © (copyright symbol) 

- &#252; ü (u-umlaut) 

- &#8364; € (Euro symbol) 

- &#8482; ™ (trademark symbol) 

⇒ See http://www.unicode.org/charts/charindex.html for a full 
listing of Unicode characters. Available characters may be limited by the 
browser, the font, and the Flash Player version used. 

<b> 

<br> 

<font 
color="#xxxxxx" 

size="xx"> 

<i> 

<u> 
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2.8 JavaScript Utility Functions 
This chapter provides a reference for QuestFields-specific JavaScript functions 
that are available to the website designer after embedding the mo-common.js 
JavaScript file (as described in chapter 2.3). QuestFields were built on top of the 
MO framework, which offers many additional features for software developers. 

2.8.1 MO.$(theId) 

This MO framework function returns a reference to an element node from the 
document tree identified by theId. It is short notation for 
document.getElementById() that also works in old browsers that did not 
provide getElementById. If there is no match, the function returns null. 

Returns: Element Node Object. 

2.8.2 QO.field.activate(questFieldId) 

After a QuestField is deactivated (i.e., after calling QO.field.deactivate() 
and possibly removed the QuestField’s HTML from the page), you can restore 
its HTML and reactivate it by calling QO.field.activate(). 

⇒ See "Reactivating a QuestField" at the end of chapter 2.5 and deactivate 
in chapter 2.8.6. 

2.8.3 QO.field.addContainer(questFieldId, containerId) 

This function tells the QuestField identified by questFieldId to consider 
element containerId (and any elements it contains) to be part of the 
QuestField. Normally, a QuestField's pop-up list will close automatically when 
a user clicks on a different element on the page. If you don't want this to 
happen for certain elements, you can associate them (or their container) to the 
QuestField by using this function. 

Function addContainer must be called after instantiating the QuestField (using 
create or insert). 

2.8.4 QO.allowField(specification) 

This function can be used to verify whether a QuestField specification is 
compatible with the user's browser. You can test this, and if the QuestField is 
incompatible, display alternate content on the page. Example code: 

var testFieldSpec = {questletVersion: 200, technology: 'dhtml'}; 
var useQuestField = QO.allowField(testFieldSpec); 

Returns: true or false 

2.8.5 QO.field.create(specification) 

This function creates the HTML representing a QuestField to be written to the 
page, based on the QuestField specification held in the specification object. 

⇒ See chapter 2.5. 

Returns: XHTML-formatted String. 
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2.8.6 QO.field.deactivate(questFieldId) 

This function should be called before removing a QuestField from a page (by 
removing a containing element or changing the innerHTML of a containing 
element). It ensures that the QuestField instance is properly destroyed, that it 
closes its popup list (if it was open). 

⇒ If you forget to call QO.field.deactivate, you will receive a "non-unique 
QuestField" error message if you re-insert the same QuestField into the page 
at a later time. 

⇒ See "Removing a QuestField" at the end of chapter 2.5. 

2.8.7 QO.util.getCoordinates(element) 

This utility function returns an array containing the X and Y coordinates of the 
element on the HTML page. This function is helpful in determining whether 
your own objects overlap a QuestField's pop-up area when a QuestField is 
opened. 

Returns: Array. (Array[0]: X-coordinate, Array[1]: Y-coordinate) 

2.8.8 QO.field.getCount(questFieldId) 

This function returns the number of results found by the QuestField identified 
by questFieldId, or 0 if no results were found. 

Returns: Number. 

2.8.9 QO.field.getIndex(questFieldId) 

This function returns the index of the currently selected result in the QuestField 
identified by questFieldId: 0 for the first result, or -1 if no result is selected. 

Returns: Number. 

2.8.10 QO.field.getKey(questFieldId) 

This function returns the current key displayed in the QuestField identified by 
questFieldId. 

Returns: String. 

⇒ This function only works if you have an input element that holds the key and 
after you specify the valueKey attribute (see chapter 2.6.4). 

2.8.11 QO.field.getResult(questFieldId{, index}) 

This function returns the result object associated with the index argument (or 
the current result if no index is passed). 

Please note that this function will only return results for indexes that have 
already been received from the QuestFields Server. Otherwise, null is 
returned. 

Returns: Object{key,value,metadata,metaCount,label,context} 

⇒ This function is only available in DHTML QuestFields. 
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2.8.12 QO.field.getValue(questFieldId{, typed}) 

This function returns the current value displayed in the QuestField identified 
by questFieldId. If you pass true for the second argument, then this function 
returns the value typed by the user (or the auto-completed words if 
autoComplete is set to "word"), rather than the current record value. 

Returns: String. 

⇒ This function only works if you have an input element that holds the value 
and after you specify the valueInput attribute (see chapter 2.6.4). 

2.8.13 QO.util.gotoUrl(window, url{, target{, method, vars, id}}) 

This utility function will open a URL in the user's browser. It provides a generic 
workaround for document.location.replace() and location.href that 
works across browsers and avoids problems that may occur when switching to 
a different web page: 

- Pop-up blockers may prevent opening a URL in a new window. 
QO.util.gotoUrl() can detect this and offer the user to open the popup in 
the main (current) window instead; 

- Some browsers (notably early versions of Safari) may not properly update 
the history, causing the back button in the browser to function irregularly 
after going to a new page. QO.util.gotoUrl() solves this by assigning the 
new URL to the history object. 

You can pass the following arguments: 

- window:  The name of the resulting window; 

- url: the URL to open; 

- target: "_self", "_top", or "_blank"; 

- method: (optional) "post" or "get", will send vars to target; 

- vars: (optional) An array containing key/value pairs using object attributes 
key, value, and escape, whereby escape is a Boolean that will cause the 
value to be escaped if true. 

- id: (optional) The unique id to be used for the form that posts the values. 

2.8.14 QO.field.hideFields(coordinates) 

This function allows the website designer to hide QuestFields that are covered 
by another HTML element. Due to behavioral differences in various Flash 
Player versions, the QuestField may incorrectly "bleed through" the HTML that 
is positioned over it. 

The first argument should contain an array of coordinates: left, top, right, 
and bottom. Any QuestField that (partially) overlaps with the given 
coordinates will be hidden. Hidden QuestFields can be revealed again by 
calling QO.field.showFields(). 
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2.8.15 QO.field.insert(specification) 

This function places a QuestField into the page (by writing the corresponding 
HTML to the document) using the QuestField specification held in the 
specification object. See chapter 2.5. 

Returns: Specification Object. 

2.8.16 QO.field.isSubmitting(questFieldId) 

This function returns true if the QuestField is currently submitting its values. 
You can test for this during the onsubmit handler of the form. 

Returns: Boolean. 

⇒ This function is available in QuestFields versions 2.0.1 and up. 

2.8.17 QO.util.openWindow(url, name, features) 

This utility function serves as a replacement for the standard window.open() 
function. QO.util.openWindow() will detect popup blockers, will try to open 
the window using a different method, and will give the user a one-time 
warning if popups are blocked. 

2.8.18 QO.field.popUp(questFieldId, pane) 

This function allows the website designer to open and close the QuestField 
popup from JavaScript, and to switch between the various AutoSuggest 
QuestField panes (the Results List Pane, the Information Pane, and the About Box). 

The first argument should be the QuestField id, and the second argument 
should be one of the following strings: "list", "info", "about", "close". 

2.8.19 QO.field.query(questFieldId, qualifier{, value{, allowPopUp}}) 

This function allows the website designer to dynamically change the 
qualifier and/or value of the QuestField identified by questFieldId. The 
QuestField will perform the new query depending on the new qualifier and 
value. 

If no value is passed (or null), then the QuestField performs a new query 
using its current value. 

// change the qualifier only, 
// and force a re-query using the current user input, 
// allowing the popup list to open if results are found: 
QO.field.query('myQuestField', 'qualifiervalue', null, true); 
 
// clear the qualifier and the user input 
// (this typically closes the popup list if it was open 
QO.field.query('myQuestField', null, ''); 
 
// force a query for 'test' using qualifier '1': 
QO.field.query('myQuestField', '1', 'test'); 

Optional argument allowPopUp is a Boolean value that indicates whether the 
QuestField's popup list may open once results are received. If you omit this 

Examples 
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argument or pass false, then the QuestField's popup list will remain closed 
even when results are found. 

⇒ This function will only work after QuestField is initialized. To specify the 
initial qualifier and value for a QuestField, specify the qualifier and 
value QuestField attributes (see chapter 2.6.2). 

⇒ QuestFields Server 1.x did not accept an empty string as the qualifier. To use 
no qualifier with QuestFields Server 1.x, simply omit the attribute or pass 
null. QuestFields Server 2.0 or later do support an empty string as the 
qualifier value.  

2.8.20 QO.util.setFocus(objectId{, noPopUp}) 

This utility function will place the focus onto the object identified by objectId. 
It is similar to simply saying document.getElementById(objectId).focus(), 
except that it also works for some elements that cannot otherwise receive the 
focus, such as Flash QuestField elements. Also, some browsers do not support 
placing the focus onto Flash QuestFields. In these browsers, 
QO.util.setFocus() simply does nothing. 

The noPopUp argument, available in DHTML QuestFields 2.1.5 and up, allows 
focusing on a QuestField without opening its pop-up area when autoPopUp is 
set to "focus". 

2.8.21 QO.util.setObjectValue(objectId,value) 

This utility function was created to make it easier to set the value of an input 
element to a value returned by a QuestField metadata handler. The metadata 
handler may return a value (in which case, the value should be un-escaped), or 
it may return nothing (in which case the value is considered empty). 

This function sets the value of an input element identified by objectId to the 
un-escaped value string, or to an empty string if value is undefined. 

⇒ See metadataHandler in chapter 2.6.2 for an example. 

2.8.22 QO.field.showFields() 

This method should be called to reveal QuestFields that were hidden using 
QO.field.hideFields() (see chapter 2.8.14). 

2.8.23 QO.field.showLicense(questFieldId) 

This method causes the browser page to jump to the QuestFields license page 
for the corresponding QuestField. This page is hosted by MasterObjects, Inc. 
and displays information about the QuestField license and about QuestFields 
in general. Method QO.field.showLicense() is a convenience method that 
can be called from behind badges and other MasterObjects copyright 
attributions on pages containing one or more QuestFields. 
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[3] 
Full-Page Web Applications 
This section of the QuestFields Client Administration Guide serves as: 

- a reference for website designers who would like to add or manage their 
own content in full-page QuestFields (often referred to as Mobile 
QuestFields); 

- an introduction to "full-page web applications" for JavaScript developers 
who build full-page web applications using the MasterObjects JavaScript 
framework (MO framework). 

3.1 Introduction 

As mentioned in chapter 1.5, full-page QuestFields were designed to work on 
small screens, as typically found on mobile devices. Instead of showing the 
results list in a "pop-up component" that hovers above the HTML page, full-
page QuestFields display the results in an area that spans the entire browser 
page. 

On mobile devices using a "touch interface" (such as the Apple iPhone or 
Google Android phones), the results list does not have a traditional scroll bar. 
Instead, users "flick" their finger up and down on the list, causing the full page 
to scroll up and down. 

 
The same full-page web application running on various browsers 

(note the use of native button styling, fonts, borders, background colors) 
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The MO framework for web developers 

Highly efficient full-page web applications can be built on top of the same 
lightweight JavaScript framework that is also used by QuestFields (introduced 
in chapter 1.4). This section of the QuestFields Administration Guide serves as 
an introduction to web developers who intend to build their own full-page web 
applications or "mobile applications". 

After acquiring a license, developers receive source code of the MO framework, 
giving them full access to the latest public API, and allowing them to make 
their own enhancements. Enhancements can typically be made in additional 
JavaScript files, without touching the MO framework files themselves. 

⇒ Because of the open source code provided under license, this Administration 
Manual does not copy or describe each and every available function. Instead, 
it is recommended that you consider this section a global overview. For day-
to-day development, load the source files into your favorite JavaScript IDE. 

To use the framework, a single JavaScript file mo-common.js is included in 
your web page. The framework's "loader" will dynamically load additional 
JavaScript files as needed by your application. 

⇒ For guidelines on how to install the MO framework client files, see chapter 
2.2. Detailed installation instructions come bundled with the framework 
source and distribution files. 

⇒ For instructions on how to add the MO framework to your HTML page, see 
chapter 2.3. 

In addition to serving as the foundation for full-page QuestFields, the MO 
framework enables development of any full-page web application, with or 
without QuestFields. By leveraging the MO framework, web applications 
derive the following benefits: 

- The MO framework is very small – smaller than most generic JavaScript 
frameworks. It was designed for the best possible performance on mobile 
devices and over slow networks; 

- The MO framework features automatic platform-specific styling, whereby 
user interface elements adopt themselves to the user's operating system or 
mobile device; 

- The MO framework was designed to support multiple screen sizes; 

- The MO framework features device-specific optimizations, such as "WebKit 
Animations" on the Apple or native filter effects for Internet Explorer; 

- Applications built on top of the MO framework work in all popular 
browsers and on various mobile devices. Publishing your information once, 
means that they will work properly on all these platforms without 
additional effort on your part; 

- The MO framework includes browser detection that enables you to easily 
display a warning page on non-supported browsers; 

- The MO framework coexists peacefully with third-party JavaScript 
frameworks. 

Benefits 
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The MO framework was designed for virtually all of today's desktop browsers, 
as well as browsers in modern mobile devices having a screen size of at least 
240 by 320 pixels. On non-supported devices and browsers, an alternate page is 
opened automatically through a configurable browser redirect. 

QuestFields version 2.0.0 provides full support for the iPhone and recognizes 
the following other mobile devices, support for which requires a future update 
and a license upgrade: 

- Google Android; 

- Nokia/Samsung (S60 browser 3rd Edition and up); 

- Blackberry (browser 4.7 and up); 

- Windows Mobile (using Opera Mobile 9.5 or the upcoming IE Mobile 6) and 
other mobile devices running Opera 9.5. 

Support for the Palm Pre is also expected in a future upgrade. 

3.2 Full-Page Architecture 

A full-page web application is designed to take advantage of the entire browser 
window or device screen. Instead of loading a new HTML page whenever new 
content is needed, full-page web applications built using the MO framework 
load their content dynamically into the existing HTML page. Users navigate 
through the content by clicking on buttons and links, entering text into 
QuestFields, or scrolling through QuestField result lists. 

Information may also pre-exist in hidden elements of the full-page HTML, and 
is made visible using functions available in the framework's "tiling module". 

3.2.1 Full-page Overview 

As indicated in the image on the next page, full-page web applications typically 
display a toolbar (usually, at the top of the screen) and a scrolling content area 
below it. If needed, a fixed header can be inserted above the toolbar (not shown 
in this example). 

In most browsers, your HTML is enclosed by "browser chrome": The borders of 
the web browser or device window, which include the window frames, 
browser menus, and browser toolbars. This means that your "full-page web 
application" does not typically have the entire screen available for its use. 

However, to maximize the usable screen area, the MO framework tries to hide 
browser chrome when it is not needed. For example, on the iPhone the address 
bar is hidden automatically as soon as the full page loads (see chapter 3.5.3). 

Limitations 

Browser Chrome 
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Full-page web application elements    

Because full-page web applications must be able to run without browser 
chrome, they must provide their own ways of navigation. For example, they 
should not rely on the browser "back" and "forward" buttons. The MO 
framework provides functions that automatically maintain a history of user 
actions, allowing you to implement "back" and "forward" buttons. 

In browsers that allow this, the "back" and "forward" functionality is also 
mapped to browser's native history. So users can use either your full-page 
navigation controls, or use the browser's controls if they are visible. 

⇒ Microsoft Internet Explorer does not currently allow manipulation of the 
history. When users hit IE's built-in "back" button, the browser will load the 
web page that was active before your full-page application was loaded. 

Full-page web applications built with the MO framework do not typically 
display scroll bars alongside the screen borders. Instead, only the contents of 
the full page (below header and toolbar) are scrollable. On some platforms 
(such as iPhone and Google Android), the entire page scrolls up and down 
using a "flick" touch gesture. 

Navigation 

Scrolling 
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The toolbar is divided into three areas: 

- a value area often used to display a title or a QuestField, 

- a label area used to prefix the value area, often used to display a "Back" 
button after moving away from the home page, and 

- a switch area, typically used to provide secondary navigation controls (such 
as a button to activate a shopping basket or "up and down buttons" to 
navigate between items). 

Depending on the platform and custom styling, these areas may be positioned 
differently from the example on the previous page. 

The area below the toolbar is referred to as the "full-page contents area". It may 
contain any valid HTML, but typically it contains nested divisions called "tiles". 

As users work with a full-page web application, areas of the toolbar and the 
full-page contents area are switched dynamically. This is done by the "tiling 
module" of the MO framework (described in chapter 3.3.7). The contents 
element that is visible when the web application is first loaded is referred to as 
the "Home tile". 

The dynamic elements in a full-page application are referred to as "tiles". Each 
tile is an HTML element with class moTile. Currently visible tiles have an 
additional class: moSelectedTile. All possible tiles must be present in the 
HTML of the full-page web application – the ones that are hidden, do not have 
class moSelectedTile. Divisions on the page that allow dynamically changing 
their contents by switching tiles are called tile sets. 

For example in a typical Mobile QuestField application, when a user clicks on 
the "Help" button on the Home tile, the visible area of the page is replaced by 
the help page HTML. At the same moment, a "back button" replaces whatever 
was displayed in the "label area" in the toolbar. 

 

Clicking the back button restores the content element to its prior state, while at 
the same time hiding the back button again. 

3.2.2 Full-page HTML Structure 

A full-page application built on the MO framework consists of a single HTML 
page. In the <body> of HTML page, a single <div> element is used to nest all 
application elements. This <div> must have an id that ends in _FULLPAGE, and 
it must contain a nested element with an id that ends in _CONTENTS. 

Toolbar 

Contents 

Tiles 
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⇒ Required full-page element ids and id suffixes are written in ALL CAPS. 

A full-page application allows nearly any valid (X)HTML inside of it: As long 
as the containing (outer) elements comply to a few rules. Below is an HTML 
skeleton for a full-page application. Elements and attributes displayed in red 
are related to the application framework. Other elements in a full-page 
application are entirely application-specific. 

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN" 
        "http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-transitional.dtd"> 
<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml" xml:lang="en"> 
<head> 
  <meta http-equiv="content-type" 
    content="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1" /> 
  <title>QuestFields</title>  
  <meta name="viewport" content="initial-scale=1.0, 
     user-scalable=no, maximum-scale=1.0, minimum-scale=1.0" /> 
  <script src="/questobjects/client/scripts/v20/mo-common.js" 
    type="text/javascript"></script> 
  <script type="text/javascript"> 
  // <![CDATA[ 
    MO.loader.require("MO.tiles"); 
    MO.ui.page({id:"demo"}); 
  // ]]> 
  </script> 
</head> 
<body class="moBody"> 
<div id="demo_FULLPAGE" class="mo moFullpage"> 
  <div class="moToolbar"> 
    <div id="demoLabels" class="moLabel"> 
      <div class="moTile" data-mo-tile="id:back; to:fade"> 
        <a class="moButton moBack" href="#" 
   onclick="MO.tiles.pop ('demo_CONTENTS'); return false;"> 
   <span class="moBack"> back </span> 
 </a>  
      </div> 
    </div> 
    <div id="demoValues" class="moValue"> 
      <h3 class="moTile moSelectedTile" 
  data-mo-tile="id:home; to:fade"> 
  QuestField Demos 
      </h3>  
    </div> 
  </div> 
  <div id="demo_CONTENTS" class="moPageContents"> 
    <div class="moPage moPanel moTile moSelectedTile" 
     data-mo-tile="id:HOME; keep-xy:0,0; to:fade;  
     chain:demoLabels.none, demoValues.home"> 
 <!-- home tile contents here --> 
    </div> 
    <!-- additional tiles here --> 
  </div> 
</div> 
</body> 
</html> 

The remainder of this chapter provides a line-by-line explanation of the above 
HTML. 

Full-page HTML 
example 
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⇒ Version 2.0.0 of the MO framework only supports a single web application 
per HTML page. However, future versions may let you combine multiple 
"full-page applications" in a single HTML page and to switch between them 
by hiding and showing them. So the <body> of the page may contain more 
than one "full-page element". You would even be able to add a full-page 
application to an existing web page, as long as your custom HTML on the 
web page is contained by a <div> element as well. 

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN" 
        "http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-transitional.dtd"> 
<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml" xml:lang="en"> 

It is strongly recommended that you use the above DOCTYPE declaration for 
your full-page applications. This ensures that your application, including 
elements required by the framework, will validate properly. By validating your 
HTML, you increase browser compatibility. Also, browsers typically render 
pages faster if they contain valid HTML. 

⇒ The MasterObjects tiling module uses a non-standard attribute data-mo-
tile. Although this attribute is not formally allowed in XHTML, the 
HTML5 standard explicitly allows custom attributes prefixed by "data-". 
However, currently many XHTML validators still flag this attribute as 
invalid. 
 
For instructions on how to validate your full-page application using the 
validator from the World Wide Web Consortium, see file 
mo-w3c-validation.xhtml included in the …/client/scripts/v20/ 
directory. 
 
For more information about custom attributes in HTML5, see "Embedding 
custom non-visible data" at 
http://dev.w3.org/html5/spec/Overview.html 

<head> 
  <meta http-equiv="content-type" 
    content="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1" /> 
  <title>QuestFields</title>  

When thinking up a title for your application, please ensure that the devices 
you want to support can display it. On the iPhone, the title is also used for the 
title below the application icon that appears on the home screen. If the title is 
too wide, the iPhone will cut it with an ellipsis. 

  <meta name="viewport" content="initial-scale=1.0, 
     user-scalable=no, maximum-scale=1.0, minimum-scale=1.0" /> 

The line above is needed for proper sizing and positioning on the iPhone. See 
chapter 3.5.3. 

  <script src="/questobjects/client/scripts/v20/mo-common.js" 
    type="text/javascript"></script> 

The line above loads the MO framework. You may need some more lines to 
configure the framework, e.g. if you host the files in a different location/path, 
or if your page is in a different language than English. See chapter 2.3. 

DOCTYPE and 
<html> 

<head> section 
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  <script type="text/javascript"> 
  // <![CDATA[ 
    MO.loader.require("MO.tiles"); 

The above JavaScript line loads the tiling framework required by full-page 
applications. The loader is described in chapter 3.3.5. 

    MO.ui.page({id:"demo"}); 

This line instructs the framework to instantiate a full-page application, using 
elements in the HTML page that have ids prefixed by demo. The framework 
expects two elements to be present in the page: demo_FULLPAGE and 
demo_CONTENTS. 

  // ]]> 
  </script> 
</head> 
 

<body class="moBody"> 

For your HTML page to work properly as a full-page application in all 
supported browsers, its body element must have the moBody class. 

<div id="demo_FULLPAGE" class="mo moFullpage"> 

This is the outer division that encapsulates the full-page application. It must 
have an id that matches the id of the page() call in the page header suffixed 
with _FULLPAGE. 

The element must have classes mo and moFullpage. Among many other things, 
this ensures that your application remains invisible until the entire application 
has loaded: The home tile will appear instantly, instead of being drawn by the 
browser element-by-element. 

  <div class="moToolbar"> 

The toolbar is a division containing nested elements for the (optional) "label", 
"value", and "switch" areas introduced in chapter 3.2.1. By applying class 
moToolbar, you ensure that the framework will apply the proper platform-
specific styling to the toolbar. 

    <div id="demoLabels" class="moLabel"> 

The element above serves as a tileset: It contains one or more tiles. In this case, 
there is only one tile that holds the "back button", identified by tile id back. The 
latter is specified by the data-mo-tile attribute, which also says that the tile 
should "fade in" when it becomes the selected tile (i.e., when it becomes 
visible). 

Note that the back button tile does not have the moSelectedTile class. This 
means that it will be invisible when your application first loads. 

⇒ In this example HTML page, the back button tile is never selected. In a real 
application, however, the back button would typically become visible as soon 
as the home tile is replaced by an application-specific tile. 

<body> section 

Toolbar division 
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      <div class="moTile" data-mo-tile="id:back; to:fade"> 
       <a class="moButton moBack" href="#" 

The CSS classes for the anchor and span nested inside of the back button ensure 
proper styling. The onclick handler calls the MO.tiles.pop() function as 
soon as a user clicks the back button. This function removes the current tile of 
the demo_CONTENTS tileset from the tileset's history, causing the previously 
selected tile to become visible again. 

   onclick="MO.tiles.pop('demo_CONTENTS'); return false;"> 
   <span class="moBack"> back </span> 
 </a>  
      </div> 
    </div> 
    <div id="demoValues" class="moValue"> 

The value area of the toolbar is typically centered. In this case, it simply shows 
a title in the toolbar containing static text "QuestField Demos". The tile is visible 
when the application is first loaded, because it has the moSelectedTile class. 

When the title is re-displayed after it was hidden (e.g., after using a different 
application function that replaced or hid the tile), it will fade into view. 

      <h3 class="moTile moSelectedTile" 
  data-mo-tile="id:home; to:fade"> 
  QuestField Demos 
      </h3>  
    </div> 
  </div> 
 

  <div id="demo_CONTENTS" class="moPageContents"> 

The demo_CONTENTS element must be the id of the full-page application used in 
the page() call, prefixed by _CONTENTS. 

    <div class="moPage moPanel moTile moSelectedTile" 
      data-mo-tile="id:HOME; keep-xy:0,0; to:fade; 
      chain:demoLabels.none, demoValues.home"> 

The "contents area" of a full-page application fills the remainder of the browser 
window (i.e., the area below the optional header and toolbar(s)). To ensure 
proper sizing and positioning by the framework, each contents tile must have 
class moPage. Class moPanel is used to provide platform-specific styling for the 
contents area (e.g. background color and/or background image). 

The tile that is visible when the application first loads is referred to as the 
"Home tile". It has the moSelectedTile class (making it initially visible), and it 
must have HOME for its tile id. 

The data-mo-tile attribute specifies that the tile should always be positioned 
at the top left rather than remember where the user had scrolled the page 
(keep-xy: 0,0). Attribute value to:fade specifies that the tile will use a fade 
effect when it becomes visible after returning from another tile. 

Finally, attribute value chain: specifies that when the home tile becomes 
visible, the toolbar label tileset should hide its tiles (demoLabels.none) and the 
toolbar value tileset should display the home tile containing the title. 

Contents division 
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 <!-- home tile contents here --> 
    </div> 
    <!-- additional tiles here --> 
  </div> 
</div> 
</body> 
</html> 
 

⇒ Although the above HTML is a valid full-page application, it is not very 
useful because it lacks any content. Before building your own full-page 
applications, we recommend that you attend MasterObjects' training course. 
 
Also, feel free to have a look at the source code of existing full-page 
applications by using your browser's "View Source" feature. A great starting 
point is formed by the demo applications hosted at http://qmyphone.com 

3.3 MO framework Modules 

The MO framework consists of functions and attributes in various modules 
loaded in the MO namespace. I.e., each module extends the global MO JavaScript 
object. 

The files in the product distribution were obfuscated and minimized for best 
possible download performance. To enable easy development, licensed 
framework developers receive a copy of the JavaScript source files, enabling 
them to develop applications while inspecting the actual framework modules 
and functions. 

⇒ The source code is licensed for development only, and should not be made 
available to third parties. If you need to change any MasterObjects function, 
you should do so in your own JavaScript file in order not to break 
compatibility with future MasterObjects product distributions. Modules 
containing copies or fragments of MasterObjects source code must be 
obfuscated and minimized before deployment. A free tool is available for doing 
so. 
 
If any changes to the MasterObjects-provided files themselves are needed, they 
should be submitted to MasterObjects for obfuscation and minification. 
Changes submitted may become part of the framework distribution. 

This chapter provides a global overview of the various modules and key public 
functions. For additional developer instructions and the arguments expected by 
each function, developers should consult the source code provided. 

The framework modules are contained in various JavaScript files whose names 
are prefixed by mo-. By default, the files are served from directory 
/questobjects/client/scripts/v20/. The path can be overridden using the 
MO_config.rootPath and MO_config.scriptPath configuration attributes, as 
explained in chapter 2.3.1. 

The following files are typically used by full-page web applications (listed in 
the order in which they are typically loaded): 

- mo-common.js 
You include this file in your web page using a script element in the header. 

Distribution Files 
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It provides modules MO.env, MO.cookie, MO.util (basic functions only), 
MO.loader, and MO.ajax (for synchronous XMLHTTPRequest only). 
 
This is typically the only file that must be included manually in the web 
page. All other files are loaded automatically. If you do not want the 
framework to load any other files (e.g., if your web page only uses the 
browser detection code), you can set configuration attribute 
MO_config.load to false (see chapter 2.3.1). 

- mo-resources.js 
This file is never cached in the user's browser: It is loaded by the loader 
module in mo-common.js every time the user loads your web application. 
The file contains a listing of the various framework modules and other 
resources, their current versions, and the locations of the files in which they 
are found. After you install an updated version of the framework, the loader 
can tell from the versions contained in mo-resources.js that new 
framework files are available. The loader will force that the new resources 
are loaded, even if the user's browser cached a prior version of those 
resources. 

- mo-stubs.js 
This file is loaded dynamically by the loader right after file 
mo-resources.js. It extends module MO.util, provides basic functions of 
module MO.ui, and provides "stub functions" for other framework modules. 
Stub functions can be called before the corresponding JavaScript files are 
loaded: When a stub function is called for the first time, the framework 
automatically loads the corresponding JavaScript file and then calls the 
function. 

- mo-ajax.js 
This file extends the MO.ajax module for asynchronous XMLHTTPRequest 
functionality. 

- mo-ui.js 
This file extends module MO.ui and provides module MO.tiles, providing 
DHTML user interface functionality. 

- mo-ui-slideshow.js 
This file adds slideshow functionality to the MO.ui module. 

⇒ The client distribution also includes JavaScript files starting with qo-. These 
files are only used by applications that use QuestFields (either embedded or 
full-page). For full-page QuestFields, a "rolled up" version of all JavaScript 
files is available as well. Source code for these files is not included. 
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3.3.1 Global Framework (MO) 

As mentioned, all framework modules extend the global framework object, MO. 
The global object itself also provides a set of constants and functions, including: 

Shortcut Constants 

The following shortcuts are available for commonly used JavaScript items: 

MO.d = document; 
MO.n = navigator; 
MO.w = window; 
MO.NBSP = String.fromCharCode(160); 
MO.NDASH = String.fromCharCode(8211); 
MO.F = "function"; 
MO.N = '\n'; // newline 
MO.O = "object"; 
MO.Q = '\''; // quote 
MO.U = "undefined"; 
 
This constant returns a reference to the <html> element of your web page. 
Some older browsers do not expose the html element. In those browsers, MO.h 
is null. 

Functions 

The MO.$() function returns a reference to an object on the page with a specific 
id. It serves as a shortcut to the document.getElementById() function, and 
uses a different function to return the element in older browsers. If the id is not 
found, the function returns null. 

The MO.$t() function serves as a shortcut to the 
document.getElementsByTagName() function. It returns null in browsers that 
do not support getElementsByTagName. 

3.3.2 Environment Module (MO.env) 

The environment module is represented by object MO.env with various 
attributes describing the user's browser and platform. All environment 
attributes are available after loading mo-common.js in your page. 

Platform Boolean attributes 

The operating system (or environment) is represented by a number of MO.env 
attributes, including a series of platform constants described here. These 
constants are semi-Booleans: They are either "truthy" or "not truthy". 

⇒ When checking for these constants, please realize that some of them may be 
undefined or "JavaScript truthy" instead of having explicit values true and 
false. So do not use attribute === true, instead use: (attribute) or 
(!attribute). 

This Boolean is true when an old browser environment was detected (such as 
Internet Explorer prior to 5.5 or Mozilla prior to 1.4). 

truthy on Android platforms. 

MO.h 

MO.$() 

MO.$t() 

MO.env.old 

MO.env.android 
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truthy on Blackberry platforms. 

truthy on all Apple iOS devices (including iPhone, iPod Touch, and iPad). 

truthy on Linux platforms. 

truthy on Mac OS platforms (including iPhone). 

truthy on all mobile platforms. 

Set to truthy on select tablet devices with special framework support (such as 
the Apple iPad). On these devices, MO.env.mobile is also set, so when 
MO.env.tablet is set, the user has a specially-supported "large-screen mobile 
device". Note that some tablets (such as the first edition of the Samsung Galaxy 
Tab) behave exactly like a mobile phone. On these devices, MO.env.tablet is 
not set.  

truthy on Symbian platforms. 

truthy on Windows platforms (including Windows Mobile). 

Platform details 

Contains the platform build for some platforms, e.g. "5F135" or "10_5_6" on Mac 
OS X. This attribute is used in rare circumstances to detect the availability of 
features that cannot be otherwise detected. Avoid using this if at all possible. 

Returns an integer that approximates the number of pixels per inch displayed 
by the current platform. On a typical PC or Mac, this is set to 110. On the 
iPhone, it is set to 160. 

A human-readable name of the environment, e.g. "Windows PC", "Intel Mac", or 
"iPhone". 

The id of the detected browser platform, corresponding to the full-page style 
sheet and application logic to be used. 

In QuestFields version 2.0.0, two major platforms are supported. Desktop 
browsers use platform id desktop. The iPhone platform has id iphone. 

This constant is truthy when the web page is running as a "standalone 
application". In this mode, there typically is no "browser chrome", so the web 
application should provide its own navigation buttons. 

This is true for full-page applications running in "standalone application mode" 
on the iPhone (see chapter 3.5.3). 

Renderer Boolean attributes 

The following attributes are set, depending on the browser's rendering engine: 

This attribute is falsy in old browsers that do not support getElementById, 
including Netscape 4. It is truthy in all modern browsers. 

truthy on Internet Explorer platforms (including mobile). 

truthy in browsers based on the KHTML rendering engine (originally, 
Konqueror, but also all WebKit browsers). 

MO.env.bb 

MO.env.iphone 

MO.env.lin 

MO.env.mac 

MO.env.mobile 

MO.env.tablet 

MO.env.sym 

MO.env.win 

MO.env.build 

MO.env.dpi 

MO.env.name 

MO.env.platform 

MO.env.standalone 

MO.env.dom 

MO.env.ie 

MO.env.khtml 
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truthy in WebKit-based browsers. 

Renderer details 

This is an object with the following attributes: number (the renderer's version 
number expressed as a float) and major (the major number expressed as an 
integer). 

This number is especially important, as it reflects the "compatibility mode" of 
Microsoft Internet Explorer 8 and up: When in compatibility mode, the 
renderer.major number can be 7 or 5. 

Browser details 

This is an object with the following attributes: id (the id of the browser, such as 
"Internet Explorer", "Safari", "Mobile Safari", "Firebird", "Phoenix", "Firefox", 
"Iceweasel", "Galeon", "K-Meleon", "Camino", "Epiphany", "Netscape6", 
"Netscape", "MultiZilla", "Gecko Debian"), name (the human-readable name of 
the browser, such as "Internet Explorer 7.0", "Safari 4.0", or "Mobile Safari 3.1.1"), 
number (real), major (integer), minor (integer), sub (integer). 

To support behaviors that are the same for an entire family of browsers, a 
separate family object is provided: 

This object provides two constants that represent the browser family: id (such 
as "MSIE", "Mozilla", "AppleWebKit", "KHTML", "Opera"), and number (family 
version number represented as a float). 

3.3.3 Cookie Module (MO.cookie) 

This module is also provided by mo-common.js. Licensed developers should 
consult the source code for function details. 

MO.cookie provides easy-to-use attributes and functions for Cookie 
management, including: 

This Boolean is true when Cookies are enabled and supported in the user's 
browser. 

Returns the value of a Cookie by its name, or null if the Cookie was not set. 

Sets a Cookie value by name, optionally using an expiration date and for a 
specific domain and path. 

Removes a Cookie by name, domain and path. 

3.3.4 Utilities Module (MO.util) 

This module provides a wide range of generic utility functions that are used 
throughout the MO framework. Some functions are provided by file mo-
common.js; the remaining functions are loaded automatically from mo-
stubs.js. 

Registered developers should consult the source code for complete details. 
Below are a few public functions that are commonly called from outside of the 
framework: 

MO.env.webkit 

MO.env.renderer 

MO.env.browser 

MO.env.family 

enabled 

get () 

set () 

remove() 

date() 
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This is a convenience function that returns an object representing the current 
date with simplified properties: D for day, H for hours, M for minutes, m for 
milliseconds. 

You can pass in an offset from the current date, which is useful for setting 
Cookies, based on a number of days, hours, and minutes from "now". The G 
attribute returns the result of toGMTString. 

MO.util.date(theDay, theHour, theMinute).G 

This function can be used to add a function to the page that will be called when 
the document loads. It avoids having to use the "onload handler" on the <body> 
element of your web page. 

This function dynamically adds and/or removes one or more CSS class from an 
element on the web page. 

This function (provided by mo-stubs.js) replaces all occurrences of a specific 
string inside of a text by a different string. 

This function is analogous to document.write(). It is provided by the 
framework especially to work around an issue in Microsoft Internet Explorer, 
whereby embedded ActiveX objects (such as Flash movies) require a click by 
the user before they will work. If those ActiveX components are added to the 
page using an external script (such as MO.util.write()), they do not suffer 
from this problem. 

3.3.5 Loader Module (MO.loader) 

The loader module is responsible for dynamically loading resources needed by 
a web application (such as function modules residing in JavaScript files and 
CSS style sheets). The loader is implemented in file mo-common.js. 

When mo-common.js is loaded by your web page, the loader module 
immediately loads supporting file mo-resources.js. This small file informs 
the loader about the available resources (including their names, their versions, 
and whether they should be loaded automatically or "as needed"). Because the 
framework ensures that mo-resources.js is never cached in the user's 
browser, you can count on the fact that the correct version of framework (and 
QuestField) resources is loaded into the user's browser after you update them 
on the server. 

Unless overridden using resources in the global configuration object (see 
chapter 2.3.1), file mo-resources.js tells the loader to auto-load a third 
JavaScript file, mo-stubs.js.  This file provides stub functions to other 
modules. When you call a stub function, the corresponding module is loaded 
automatically (if it was not already loaded). 

Through this mechanism, MasterObjects ensures that QuestFields users never 
need to know about the loader: The loader does not need to be called explicitly. 

When building your own full-page web applications, however, you may want 
to call functions that do not have a stub. In that case, you can tell the loader to 
load modules explicitly: 

The MO.loader.require() call loads a module by its name. 

addOnload() 

modifyClass() 

replaceAll() 

write() 

require() 
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3.3.6 User Interface Module (MO.ui) 

This framework module provides various functions related to the user interface 
of DHTML applications. The module is defined in mo-stubs.js and extended 
by various JavaScript files that are loaded dynamically, such as mo-ui.js and 
mo-ui-slideshow.js. 

The following public functions are commonly used by full-page application 
developers. 

Function MO.ui.isEnabled() returns true if the current environment 
(browser) supports the use of the framework. 

If the environment is unsupported (e.g., if it is too old or if the device is not yet 
supported), then QuestFields will disable themselves automatically. Full-page 
applications will open a "disabled" page, by redirecting the browser to a 
different URL. See chapter 4.1.2. 

The isEnabled() function enables you to implement your own "disabled" 
functionality. 

This function returns a 2-element array containing the width and height of the 
space available to your application within the browser window. The width and 
height are integer values representing the number of pixels. 

This function is called to maximize the screen area available to your web 
application. Notably on the iPhone, it scrolls the address and search bar out of 
view. See chapter 3.5.3 for details. 

This function is performed automatically when your full-page application is 
loaded, so you do not typically need to call it from your own code. 

This function must be called to instantiate your full-page application. You pass 
in the id of the id_FULLPAGE element in the web page. See the example in 
chapter 3.2.2. 

This function creates a slide show and attaches it to an element in your web 
page. A slide show is a tileset that switches between tiles using a "fade" 
transition at regular intervals. For detailed information, registered developers 
should consult the source code provided. 

This function sets the innerHTML of a <div> element in the web page. This 
function provides a workaround for problems with innerHTML support in 
Internet Explorer 6. So, to dynamically change the contents of your web page, 
you should preferably call this function rather than setting the innerHTML 
manually. 

This function performs an AJAX call to retrieve content from a specified URL, 
which will replace the contents of a <div> element in your page. 

You can optionally pass in functions that will be called when the AJAX call is 
successful and when it fails. You can also specify the id of an element that gets 
the moBusy CSS class while the AJAX call is in progress. You can use a CSS class 
rule to visualize that the element is busy. For example, you could change its 
background into a rotating animated GIF image. 

You call this function to tell the framework at which screen width it should 
switch to "narrow mode". This is further explained in chapter 3.5.1. 

isEnabled() 

getWindowSize() 

hideChrome() 

page() 

newSlideshow() 

setDivContents() 

setDivContentsByUrl() 

setNarrow() 
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3.3.7 Tiling Module (MO.tiles) 

Module MO.tiles provides the functionality of the "tiling framework" as it was 
introduced in chapter 3.2.1. Tiles are HTML elements nested in a tileset: A 
containing <div> that nests one or more tiles. The framework identifies tilesets 
by their id. A tile element usually is a <div>, but it can also be an anchor <a>. 

Each tile in a tileset has a data-mo-tile attribute containing an id of the tile, 
and other properties related to the tile. Each tile must have a tile id that is 
unique within its tileset. The tile element must have class moTile. The currently 
visible tile in a tileset also has class moSelectedTile. It is possible for none of 
the tiles in a tileset to be visible. 

Tile transition effect constants 

The MO framework supports advanced transitions when switching between 
tiles. These transitions are browser-specific. On WebKit-based browsers, for 
example, the tiling module uses "WebKit transformations" and in Internet 
Explorer, the module uses Filters. 

The following transitions are supported in version 2.0.0 of the framework: 

- fade 
Supported in all browsers. Uses native (= extra smooth) effects in most 
WebKit-based browsers and in Microsoft Internet Explorer. 

- flip 
Currently, only supported in WebKit-based browsers (no effect is applied in 
other browsers). 

- slideLeft, slideRight 
Currently, only applied in WebKit-based browsers. A "wipe effect" is 
applied in Microsoft Internet Explorer 7 or higher. 

- zoomIn, zoomOut 
Currently, only applied in WebKit-based browsers. 

- none 
Applies no effect. 

Tile configuration 

Each tile element in your page must have a data-mo-tile attribute with a 
semicolon-separated list of nested attributes (similar to a block of CSS rules), 
e.g.: 

<div id="productHomeTile" class="moPage moPanel moTile moSelectedTile" 
data-mo-tile="id:HOME; keep-xy:0,0; to:fade; 
chain:productToolLabel.categories, productToolValue.field, 
productField_SWITCH.LIST"> 

 
This optional attribute specifies a list of dot-separated tileset/tile ids that will 
automatically be selected with the tile. Each tileset/tile combination can 
optionally be followed by a transition effect constant. If you do not specify a 
transition effect constant in the chain attribute, the tiles will use their default 
transitions (as specified in their to attribute). 

To select no tile in the tileset (i.e., to hide all tiles in the tileset), use keyword 
none instead of the tile id, i.e. tilesetId.none. 

chain 
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The id identifies a tile within a tile set. 

If used, this instructs the tile module to re-position the scrolling position of the 
tile when it is re-activated. For example, if a user scrolls down in a list tile, the 
list can be re-positioned to its prior vertical scrolling position after the user 
returns to it. 

The keep-xy attribute is a list of values, either consisting of the fixed x and y 
positions (in pixels) or the optional keyword save, optionally followed by the 
keyword after (causing the re-positioning to happen after the tile's transition 
is finished). 

Specifies an optional transition effect constant to be used by default when 
selecting or deselecting the tile. Note that this transition effect is the "default" 
for the tile: It may be overridden by a chain rule, or when activating the tile 
using a function call. 

Tiling functions 

This function pops one (or optionally more) tile(s) from the history of the 
specified tileset. This enables you to implement "back button" functionality for 
the tiles in a tileset. 

This function selects a tile (specified by id) in a tileset (specified by id) and 
pushes it onto the history of the tileset. You can optionally pass an object 
containing options for the selected tile (such as the transition effect to be 
applied instead of the tile's default transition). 

This function selects a tile (specified by id) in a tileset (specified by id). You can 
optionally pass an object containing options for the selected tile (such as the 
transition effect to be applied instead of the tile's default transition). To select 
no tile in the tileset, use keyword none instead of the tile id. 

3.4 CSS Styling 

When the MO framework is loaded in the browser, it automatically loads a 
cascading style sheet (CSS file) for the current user's platform. 

In version 2.0.0 of the framework, the platform is desktop for desktop browsers 
and iphone for the iPhone and iPod Touch. Depending on the platform, the 
framework loads either file …/styles/platforms/desktop/platform.css or 
file …/styles/platforms/iphone/platform.css in the directory specified by 
MO_config.rootPath, respectively. 

Namespaces and specificity 

To avoid collisions and conflicts with existing CSS rules in your applications, 
all CSS class names used by the MO framework are prefixed by mo…, as well as 
nested within an element containing the mo class. 

When you look in the platform.css file, you'll see that all MasterObjects class 
rules use multiple selectors, the first one being .mo. This ensures that all class 
rules are at a proper "specificity" level. 

You can override MasterObjects-provided class rules either by including your 
own style sheet after loading mo-common.js or by including <style> rules in 
the web page itself. If you do so, you must ensure that you use at least the same 

id 

keep-xy 

to, from 

pop() 

push() 

select() 
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specificity level: You must use at least as many class names as specified in the 
platform.css file. 

Platform and browser-specific CSS rules 

The MO framework will automatically set a number of environment-specific 
class names on the <html> element in your web page. Your style sheets can 
check for these class names in order to provide specific style rules that only 
apply to a specific environment. 

Like all other class names, these class names are prefixed by lowercase 
characters mo. 

The classes represent the current environment, the current framework platform 
(desktop or iphone), the browser family id, the browser id, the browser id 
followed by its major version. In QuestFields version 2.1.1 and higher, the 
screen resolution (currently, 110 or 160 DPI) and the user language are passed 
as well. The following example shows the classes set by the framework on the 
html element in Internet Explorer 8: 

 

QuestField Skins 

QuestFields skins are implemented as separate CSS files that are loaded after 
the proper platform.css. Instead of being prefixed by mo, QuestField-specific 
class names are prefixed with characters qo. The skin CSS files are loaded from 
the …/styles/questlet/skins/ directory corresponding to the skinName 
specified for the QuestField. For more information, see chapter 2.6.5. 

3.5 Platform-Specific Enhancements 

The MO framework was created so you can easily create full-page web 
applications that automatically adopt themselves to the user's browser or 
device. 

This chapter includes additional instructions and hints for each platform so that 
your full-page web applications run optimally in all supported environments. 

3.5.1 Narrow Devices 

For devices with a small screen, the MO framework offers automatic activation 
of a "narrow" mode. The narrow mode is selected automatically on devices 
with a small screen (or when users resize the browser window below a certain 
width). You can style your HTML for narrow devices by checking for the 
moNarrow class name that is applied automatically by the framework. 

The platform styles provided with the framework automatically adjust 
themselves so they take less space. And notably, the standard toolbar element 
is sized vertically so it allows its contents to wrap to two lines in narrow mode 
(so the toolbar actually grows vertically). See the images below, taken from the 
same full-page web page running in normal mode (on the iPhone) and in 
"narrow" mode (on a mobile phone with a 240 by 320 pixel screen). 
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By default, "narrow mode" is activated when the screen area available to the 
full page is less than 480 pixels wide. You can change this by calling the 
MO.ui.setNarrow() function, typically before the page loads, i.e. in the <head> 
section of the web page: 

MO.ui.setNarrow(336); 

When used in a resizable browser, this causes the toolbar to become "2 lines" 
below a width of 336 pixels, and "1 line" for 336 pixels or wider. In the image 
above, a "small" version of the categories popup list is used on the iPhone, in 
order to fit the entire toolbar in the iPhone's 320-pixel width. In a regular web 
browser, however, the toolbar elements require more room. This is achieved by 
the following call: 

MO.ui.setNarrow(MO.env.iphone ? 100 : 430); 

3.5.2 Transparent image support in Internet Explorer 6 

Unfortunately, Microsoft Internet Explorer 6 does not support displaying 
transparent PNG images. The MO framework incorporates a third-party 
solution that enables you to use transparent images that work in all modern 
browsers, but also in Internet Explorer 6. 
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To use this "workaround", you simply add the moAlpha class name to any 
images containing PNG contents (or to elements with PNG background 
images), e.g.: 

<img class="moAlpha" src="image.png" alt="" width="150" height="79" 
border="0" /> 

⇒ This work-around incorporates third-party open-source "iepngfix" scripts 
bundled with the QuestFields client in directory 
/questobjects/local/fixes/ie/. Those scripts were created (and the 
copyright is owned) by Angus Turnbull, http://www.twinhelix.com. 

3.5.3 iPhone Optimizations 

The MO framework automatically recognizes the iPhone (or iPod Touch), and 
adjusts its behavior so its look and behavior approximate a native iPhone 
application. 

For example, as shown in the 
image on the right, when the 
full page loads, the MO 
framework will hide the 
Safari address and search bar 
so that more space is 
available for your application 
or QuestField. 

Unlike desktop browsers that 
display scroll bars, the 
iPhone supports scrolling by 
flicking a finger over the 
touch screen. Full-page 
QuestFields implement 
special scrolling behavior so 
that result rows appear automatically, while the user scrolls the iPhone page. 

The MO framework also recognizes page rotations: As the user rotates the 
iPhone, Safari switches between "landscape" and "portrait" modes. Full-page 
web applications automatically detect this, and can automatically re-position 
elements (notably, those positioned relative to the bottom of the screen). 

Once a full-page web application is opened in Safari on the user's iPhone, the 
MO framework assumes that it "owns" the full browser window: No other 
elements are displayed beyond those contained in the full-page element. This 
enables the framework to position its elements, to hide the address bar in 
Safari, and to implement full-page animations. 

For these functions to work properly, you must ensure that the following line is 
present in the <head> section of the HTML page: 

<meta name="viewport" content="initial-scale=1.0, user-scalable=no, 
maximum-scale=1.0, minimum-scale=1.0" /> 

 

HTML page 
requirements 

Standalone 
Application Mode 
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Applications built on the MO framework 
are loaded just like any website. When 
iPhone users access your application for the 
first time, they simply type its URL into the 
Safari browser. Your full-page web 
application loads and is available for 
immediate use – no installation procedure 
is needed. 

Your application can be bookmarked in 
Safari just like any web page. However, to 
further improve the usability of your full-
page web application, Apple implemented 
a so-called "Standalone Application Mode", 
where your web page takes over the entire 
iPhone screen, as shown in the image on 
the right. 

The MO framework supports standalone application mode, and will 
automatically adjust the position of element to support the larger available 
screen area. For example, it will properly position the "bubble" at the bottom of 
QuestFields result lists. 

Standalone application mode is optional. To enable it, add the following line to 
the <head> section of the HTML page: 

<meta name="apple-mobile-web-app-capable" content="yes" /> 

 

After you enable standalone application mode, users can add your web 
application to the Home Screen of the iPhone by tapping on the + symbol at the 
bottom of the Safari browser. Your application will be installed on the iPhone's 
home screen. 

⇒ When running in full-page mode, your full-page web application will no 
longer rotate into landscape mode. 

There are various ways in which 
Apple allows you to define a 
custom icon for your web 
application (such as the "Products" 
icon example in the image on the 
right). 

You select the icon to be used by 
your full-page web application by 
adding the following line to the 
<head> section of the HTML page: 

<link rel="apple-touch-icon" 
href="/custom_icon.png"/> 

⇒ For best results, make your icon 
57x57 pixels. Designing the icon itself is beyond the scope of this 
Administration Guide. MasterObjects and its partners can create the icon for 
you, or you can do so yourself using the instructions at Apple's Developer 
Connection website at http://developer.apple.com.  

Application Icon 

Status Bar Color 
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By default, the iPhone displays a light gray status bar at the top of your full-
page web application running in 
standalone application mode. 

As shown on the right, you can change 
this into black by adding the following 
line to the <head> section of the HTML 
page: 

<meta name="apple-mobile-web-app-status-bar-style" content="black" /> 

⇒ For more detailed information about available meta tags on the iPhone, 
consult document " Safari Web Content Guide for iPhone OS", available from 
Apple's Developer Connection website at http://developer.apple.com. 
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[4] 
Troubleshooting 
This section contains tips for solving client-side issues that may occur with the 
AutoSuggest QuestField. 

The QuestField was designed to be fault-tolerant: If the QuestField has trouble 
communicating with the QuestFields Server, it will automatically disconnect 
and behave as a "normal" entry field. Users may also disable the QuestField 
entirely. 

4.1 What if... 

4.1.1 ...the QuestField behaves normally 

After loading the web page, a QuestField should 
look like a regular entry field or combo box with a 
dimmed  logo watermark on the right of 
the entry field. 

When a user clicks on the combo button , 
the Information Pane shows information 
about the QuestField. 

 

⇒  You can click on the logo watermark to open the QuestField Information 
Pane. 

The "About..." button shows the About Box including technical information 
about the QuestField, including its version number and the version number of 
the Adobe Flash Player. 

Once a user starts typing in the QuestField, the 
QuestField connects to the QuestFields Server. 

⇒ Note that the Information Pane and the About Box will show additional 
information about the QuestFields Server and about the content channel after 
the connection to the server is established. 

4.1.2 ...the QuestField does not load 

On un-supported browsers (such as Internet Explorer 
versions below 5.5 and Opera versions below 9), 

The QuestField 
says "Unavailable" 
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embedded QuestFields will display an "Unavailable" text. The exact reason 
why the QuestField is unavailable is displayed in an alert when the user clicks 
on the "no go" symbol in the combo button on the right of the field. 

On un-supported platforms, full-page QuestFields display a configurable 
"Unavailable" page, which is loaded using an automatic browser redirect. By 
default, the page looks as follows: 

 

If a regular input field appears instead of the QuestField, then 
the HTML page has probably decided not to load the 
QuestField, probably because it failed to detect the presence of the Adobe Flash 
Player and the QuestField was configured or licensed to use Flash technology. 
Please ensure that you are using a supported web browser and that the Flash 
Player is installed.  

If no entry field appears at all, most web browsers 
will display an image of a "broken picture", indicating 
that the browser cannot display the QuestField. In most 
cases, this means that the Flash Player is not installed. 
 

Styled QuestFields (see useStyles 
in chapter 2.6.5) perform a browser 
check when they are loaded. If an incompatible 
browser is detected, the QuestField and/or its 
corresponding pop-up will be disabled and its combo button will display a "no 
access" symbol. When clicked, the combo button displays an appropriate error 
message: 

 
 

 
 

Installing Adobe Flash Player 

Note that Adobe Flash Player usually comes pre-installed on Windows 
versions of Microsoft Internet Explorer, Firefox, Netscape Navigator, and on 
Mac OS X. 

Full-page web 
application does 

not appear 

A regular entry 
field appears 

A "broken picture" 
image appears 

A "no access" icon 
appears or the 

QuestField says 
"Unavailable" 
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When loading a page containing Flash content, Microsoft Internet Explorer on 
Windows will automatically offer to download the appropriate Adobe Flash 
Player. Simply click on the "Yes" button to download and install the plug-in. 

The latest versions of Mozilla (and Firefox) on Windows will 
offer the user to download and install the Adobe Flash player 
by clicking the Install Missing Plugins... button. 

Other web browsers and operating systems sometimes require a manual 
download and install of the Adobe Flash Player plug-in. The page will usually 
prompt the user to go to the appropriate URL. For Adobe Flash, this URL is 
https://www.adobe.com/go/getflashplayer. 

Verifying the Adobe Flash Player Version 

After installing the Flash Player, open the 
QuestField Information Pane by clicking on the 
combo button ( ) and then clicking on the 
Information Pane button ( ), or press 
<Control>-<PageDown> . Then click on the 
"About" button ( ) or press <Enter>. Press 
<Control>-<Up Arrow> to close the pop-up area. 

 

 

4.1.3 ...the QuestField shows a "warning sign" 

 When the QuestField encounters a 
recoverable error, it will display a 
Yellow Warning Sign at the right of 
the entry field. The field was placed 
in off-line mode, so that it 
temporarily behaves like it is 
disabled. 

To reduce server load in error 
situations, no more communication 
with the QuestFields Server will 
take place until the web page is 
reloaded, or until the user clicks on 
the warning sign to reconnect. 

If the pop-up is closed when the 
error occurs, then clicking on the 
error symbol will open the 
Information Pane. 

During this error condition, the Information Pane displays an appropriate error 
message. 

⇒ The About Box displays a corresponding error number that can be helpful in 
determining the cause of the error. See chapter 4.2 for information about 
specific error numbers. 

Internet Explorer 
(Windows) 

Mozilla (Windows) 

Other Browsers 
(Linux, Mac) 
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⇒ In QuestFields prior to version 1.3, this error condition was indicated by a 
"Red Pause Symbol" instead of a warning sign. 

4.1.4 ...the QuestField shows a "red triangle" 

When the QuestField encounters a non-recoverable 
error, it will display a "red triangle" at the right. 
The QuestField remains disabled until the web 
page is reloaded. 

Non-recoverable errors usually indicate a faulty 
specification of the QuestField in the web page, 
such as a wrong server URL or a non-existent 
QuestFields Server content channel id. 

⇒ You can click on the red triangle to open the Information Pane (which shows a 
brief technical description of the error). The About Box displays the 
corresponding error number. 

4.1.5 ...the QuestField shows a "power symbol" 

This only applies to Flash QuestFields: 

After a user disables the QuestField, a grayed-out Power symbol 
is displayed. When a QuestField is disabled, it will no longer 
communicate with the QuestFields Server. A disabled QuestField effectively 
functions like a regular entry field. 

To re-enable the field, the user can click the Power symbol or check 
the appropriate checkbox in the Information Pane. 

4.1.6 ...the QuestField's pop-up list/info pane do not work, or do not 
appear automatically 

This only occurs with Flash QuestFields. There are two known causes for this 
issue: 

- If a user has Adobe Flash Player version 9,0,124 (or higher) and you host the 
QuestField client files on a different domain than the web page itself, then 
you must install QuestField version 1.2.3 or higher. Earlier QuestField 
versions will not open the popup list. For more information on this potential 
issue, see 
http://www.masterobjects.com/support/issues/20080409.html 

- on the Mac OS platform, due to a limitation in Adobe Flash, users cannot 
currently have more than three QuestFields open at the same time. The 
popup list of the fourth and consecutive QuestFields may not open. This 
issue will not exist in the upcoming DHTML QuestFields, and 
MasterObjects intends to work around the issue in an upcoming release of 
the Flash QuestField; 

- The Flash QuestField popup does not work in the Opera browser. If you 
need to support Opera, please use DHTML technology rather than Flash. 
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4.2 Error Numbers 
This chapter lists error numbers that are displayed in the About Box of the 
QuestField. To reveal the specific error number, open the About Box by clicking 
on the "About..." button in the Information Pane. 

Communication Errors (Negative Numbers) 

The following errors display the following text in the Information Pane: 
"Network communication error." 

The QuestField received an invalid or unknown XML message back from the 
server. Make sure that the rootPath and optional connectString attribute is 
correct (see chapter 2.6): It should point to the domain, port number, and path 
of the QuestFields Server. Make sure that compatible versions of the QuestField 
and the QuestFields Server are used. Contact MasterObjects after verifying this. 

The QuestField received non-XML formatted data from the server URL. Like 
above, make sure that the rootPath and optional connectString attribute is 
correct and that the QuestFields Server is properly running on the 
corresponding server port. 

It is possible that the QuestField cannot reach the server because of security 
constraints, such as a missing name or password (when using SSL), an invalid 
or blocked port number, or a missing or invalid Adobe cross-domain policy file 
(see chapter 2.2.3). 

In rare circumstances, an incorrectly configured firewall or router can 
unexpectedly kill TCP/IP requests coming from Internet Explorer when using 
AJAX (as is done by the DHTML QuestField). 

The QuestField received an XML block from the server that does not comply 
with the QuestFields protocol. Please report this to MasterObjects. 

This error may be caused by a wrong configuration in a load balancer or proxy 
between the QuestField and the QuestFields Server: It indicates that the 
QuestField received a reply from a different server than the one that it was 
originally communicating with. Please ensure that the load balancer matches 
the server to the original request (by paying attention to the session id in each 
request). 

It is also possible that two fields in the HTML page are trying to use the same 
QuestField id. Verify that the QuestField is not included in the HTML page 
twice. 

A connection problem occurred: The QuestField could not reach the server 
within the allowed time, or there is an invalid connection state. The server may 
be unavailable or the Internet connection may be severed. Make sure that the 
rootPath and optional connectString attribute is correct (see chapter 2.6). 

A request timeout occurred: The QuestFields Server did not reply in time. 

The QuestField is configured to access an old, incompatible, version of the 
QuestFields Server. Note: QuestField versions 1.1 and later require QuestFields 
Server 1.1 or later. 

-1 through -12 

-13 

-14 through -16 

-17 

-18 through -19 

-20 

-999 
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Internal QuestField Errors (Negative Numbers) 

These problems are very rare and indicate an unexpected internal error in the 
QuestField or its specification. 

These errors display the following text in the Information Pane: "Internal 
communication error." or "Dependent data error.". Please report the specific error 
number to MasterObjects. 

Server-Generated Errors (Positive Numbers) 

The QuestFields Server returns positive error numbers, which are detailed in 
the QuestFields Server Administration Guide. 

Depending on whether a server-generated error is recoverable, the QuestField 
will display a yellow warning sign (recoverable, see chapter 4.1.3) or a red 
triangle (non-recoverable, see chapter 4.1.4). 

-1000 through 
-9999 


